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President's Pa^e
Mr. Cliainnan. dplcgatcs. and faculty sponsors
aUcnding llu' Fourth Delia Sigina Rho Con-

course of this Congress. But you know and I
know that no matter how good the mechanics
of this venture may be. all these mechanical

gffss:

It is only proper that at this time we gather

trappings are so much junk without the will and

in general assemhiy and pause for a moment

the .spirit of you stu«Ients. You are the ones

to consider the immediate objectives, obligations,
and opportunities of this Congress and to get
a general perspective of our meeting here in re

lation to the over-all picture of forensics on
your campuses and throughout our country.
This Congress is a mile stone in a long chain
of developments in the history of college foren
sics and the history of Delta Sigma Rho. We

who can make or break this Congress, which
may be the richest and most meaningful venture
of your entire College career.

Early in the last war, at a moment when Eng
land had her back to the wall, standing almost
alone against the Nazi hosts, Mr. Churchill paid
a tribute to the British air force.

When the

arc today perhaps witnessing the Golden Era

Nazi bombers were raining fire and destruction
on British cities and London was on the point

in college forensics—at least it is a golden era
if our activities are measured in terms of quan

of burning down, Mr. Churchill referred to the
small but gallant air force with these words,

tity and diversification.

"Never has the world owed so much to so few."

The story of forensic activity among our col
leges and universities goes back to colonial
times. Long before we had any intercollegiate
debate contests, the early colonial chartered
colleges had their literary and debating societh's, their faculty sponsored seminars, and their

.As I look at this small group of students, the
forensic flower of forty of the finest colleges

commencement exercises with formal forensic

disputations. .Always these formal forensic ex

ercises were highly regarded by both faculty and
st udents.

Roughly we may say that college forensics arc
over 200 years old. Intercollegiate debating is
about 60 years old. Delta Sigma Rho 45 years
old, the Student Congress 22 years old, and our
own Delta Sigma Rho Congress 10 years old.
Although the average person on or off the col

lege campus perhaps knows much about college
football and very little, if anything, about col
lege debate, the average person would be sur
prised to know that college forensics are much
older than college football.

He will be more

surprised to know that in this modern day the

colleges and universities sponsoring and support
ing intercollegiate forensics far outnumber those

which support intercollegiate football. One of

and universities of the land, I can see how, in

twenty or thirty years from now, the same might
be said of this small group. Here you are some
150 delegates, only oncj in a million out of our
entire population. Yet, based upon Professor

Henry Ewbank's survey, as reported in the last
Lsue of the Gavel, at least one out of every nine
of you will be in Who's Who. In this very group
tliere should be at least five future Governors
or Slate Senators, and there is a 50-50 chance

there will be one member of the Supreme Court
of the United States.

In terms of potential leadership, in terms of a
real contribution to the democratic way of life
and a free society, it is seldom where we can
find gathered together in one room so few in

number to whom we some day may owe so
much.

This Congre.ss is particularly a challenge. You
arc deliberating on a great public issue, an is
sue almost too hot for the United States Con

gress, an issue which if not faced with courage
and the spirit of justice may well some day

our largest and most famous universities with a

causer our structure of Democracy to crack and

Delta Sigma Rho chapter, the University of Chi
cago, of this city, has a most dynamic forensic

disintegrate.

program, but uo football team.

Now a word about this Congress. Logically
this Congress should be about the best of its

kind ever held in this country. If we can profit
by the mistakes of the past, and if past experiienre means anything, you have at least the ad
vantage of a more finished product as far as me
chanics are concerned. We don't claim to have

a perfect plan for running ihi.s Congress, but I
know we have a committee of experts in the
field of student legislative procciiure. Professor
Thorrel Fe.st. chairman, and Professors J. Jeffery Auer of Ofaerlin, William Howell of Minne

sota, ami .John Keltner of Oklahoma have left no

stone unturned in charting and formulating the

May 1 urge you, therefore, that each of you
tackle the subject of Civil Rights franUy, fair
ly, and fearlessly. Face the issue realistically;
and when you return to your homes and halls
of learning, may you be proud of the work you
did here and may your lives be enriched for
having had this forensic venture with such a fine

group of fellow students and fine young country
men.

My hearty good wishes to you, one and all.

May this be one of your finest forensic experi
ences.

E. C. BctEHLER,

University of Kansas
• The text of the President's address to the
Ojit-ninH Assembly.

The public question selerti-d for consideration by the Congress was: What Federal leg
islation should be enacted regarding civil rights? Committees were organized around the
four basic rights considered by the President's Committee on Civil Rights in the report. To
Sentre These Rights. The four sub-topics were:
1. The right to safety and security of the person.
2. The right to citizenship and its privileges.
3. The right to freedom of conscience and expression.
4. The right to equality of opportunity.
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Tke Fourtli Delta Si^ma Rko Congress ...
With 177 delegates from 35 chapters in at
tendance, the Fourth National Student Con

gress of Delta Sigma Rho. held at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, March 31. April 1, 2, 1949, was
a most successful event.

The various events of the Congress proceed

28; Paustian—45. No candidate having a ma

jority, a second roll call vote was taken with

the results:
—50.

Krey—30; Rexroat—22; Paustian

A third roll call vote was taken on Mr.

Krey and Miss Paustian to determine the ma
jority. Miss Paustian was elected by a vote of

ed on schedule, with the Opening Session and

67 to 36.

the party caucuses occupying the attention of
the delegates on Thursday evening, March 31.

of Colorado announced that those who had not

The feature of the Opening Session was a key

note speech presented by Professor E. C. Beuhler, National President, the text of which con
stitutes the "President's Page" in this issue of
the Gavel. At the caucuses the members of the

lliree parties selected their nominees for the po
sitions of Speaker and Clerk of the Congress.
The events of Friday, April 1, consisted of the

Opening .\ssembly, Committee Meetings to
formulate bills for consideration by the Joint
Conference Committees, the Official Banquet,
the Biennial Business Meeting, and the meet,

ings of the Joint Conference Committees. Sat

urday, April 2, was devoted to the session of
the General Assembly and to meetings of the
Steeering Committee, the Evaluations Commit
tee, and the Legislative Committee.

The Banquet, which was attended by 180 per
sons, was made successful by the capable work
of Professor Warren A. Guthrie, of Western Re

serve University, as toastmaster. The principal
feature of the program consisted of the pre
sentation by each chapter delegation of a skit
or other form of entertainment.
Minutes of the Fourth National
Student Congress ...
Openi.nc Assembly

.\fter the elections, Prof. Thorrel B. Fest

yet registered should do so upon adjournment
of the Assembly. He also announced that any
further reservations and payments for the ban
quet should be made immediately, and he also
reminded the delegates that each chapter was
responsible for a part of the evening's program.
Professor Fest also announced that each sub

committee would have a copy of every advance
bill pertaining to that sub-committee for each
member, and in addition, each sub-committee

would have a copy of all advance bills submitted
to the Congress; also that each main topic had

been divided into two sub-committees, and that

each sub-committee was to elect three delegates
to a Joint Conference Committee.

The personnel and chairmen pro tern of the
sub-commitlocs were announced and assigned

meeting places.
Professor

by Professor W. S. Howell of Minnesota. A
roll call vote was taken; the necessar>' quorum
was present.

Nominating speeches for Speaker of the As
sembly were given. Charles W. RadcliSe of
Bates nominated Evan Hultinan of Iowa as the

Right-center candidate for Speaker. Hal Friesen of Kansas nominated Ernest Friesen of Kan

sas as the Independent candidate for Speaker;
Robert Duff of Wayne nominated Don Winner
of Wisconsin as the Left-center candidate for

Speaker. The nominating speeches were three
minutes long and were followed by two-minute

also

stated

that

a mimeo

committees for the Joint Conference Commit
tees would be available, and that Committees

were to get their bills to the registration desk
by 5:00 p. ra. He also announced that commun

ications from chapters not in attendance were

to he read at the banquet.

There being no further business Speaker E. C.

Friesen adjourned the Opening Assembly.

The Opening Assembly of the Fourth Nation
al Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho was
called to order at 8:45 a. ra. on Friday, April 1,

Fest

graphing service for bills evolving from the sub

General Assembly

The General Assembly of the Fourth Nation
al Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho was
called to order at 8:30 a. m. on Saturday, April

2, by Speaker Ernest Friesen of Kansas. A roll

call vote was taken; the necessary quorum was

present. The minutes of the Opening .^ssemhly
were read and approved.

The Speaker announced the appointment of
Fred Krey of Virginia as Assistant Clerk.
The Clerk read the following joint resolu

tion:

Be it resolved by the Fourth Biennial Con

gress of Delta Sigma Rho in legislative session
assembled that tins Congress recognize with

speeches by the candidates.

sincere gratitude the generous and efficient ef

The results were:

mittee on .-Xriangements and Prof. Glen Mills

.■\ roll call vote of the delegates was taken.

Hultman—20.

Winner—44; Friesen—33;

Since no candidate had a ma

jority, Ml". Winner and Mr. Friesen were voted
upon in a second roll call. Mr. Friesen was
elected by a vote of 55 to 48.
Nominating speeches for Clerk of the Assem

bly were given by George McBurney of Iowa
for the Right-center nominee, Fred Krey of
Virginia; by Howard Borden of Oklahoma for

forts of Prof. Thorrel B. Fest and his Com

and his Committee on Local Arrangements.

It was moved and seconded that the resolu

tion be adopted. The motion was passed unan
imously.

The Speaker read the report of the Steering

Committee.

Act I of the report of the Joint Conference

Committee on Security and Safety of Person

the Independent nominee, Carolin Rexroat of

and Freedom of Conscience and Expression was

western for

He moved the acceptance of Act 1. Nancy But

Oklahoma; and by Vicki Gustafson of North

the Left-center nominee, Eloiae

Paustian of Nebraska.

.A roll call vote was

taken, with the results: Krey—28; Rexroat—

then presented by .\1 Goodspeed of Marquette.

ton of Oberlin seconded the motion.

Amendments to Act I were brought forward
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and considered by the Steering Committee. The

with "the federal government" was amended to

committee aUotted three minutes discussion of

insert the words "the federal government" be

each amendment, half of which time was to be

fore the words "or of a governmental subdi

reserved for the person proposing the amend

vision." rather than striking out the latter
phrase. The amendment to the amendment

ment.

Amendments to Act I were submitted by Wil

liam N. Pierce of Virginia, Charles Radcliffe of
Bates, Victor Harnack of Iowa Stale Teachers,

carried.
ried.

The amendment as amended also car

An amendment submitted by Bruce Love of
Wooster to insert (A) after Section 2 was con

E. Vogel of Ohio Wesleyan, and Bill Donovan
of Washington. Each amendment was dis

sidered. The amendment read as follows:

cussed.
ed.

•A. That any governmental subdivision which
shall fail to prevent a lynching which occurs

All amendments to Act I were defeat

After discussion on the main motion, a roll

within its territorial jurisdiction shall be liable

rail vote was taken. .Act I passed the assembly

to each individual who suffers injury to bis

by a vote of 75 to 19.

person or property, to bis next of kin if such in
jury results in death, for a sum not less than

A1 Goodspeed of Marquetle presented Act II
of Conscience and Expression. He moved the

two thousand dollars as monetary compensation
for such injury or ileath; provided, however,
that the governmental subdivision may prove by

acceptance of Act II. The motion was second

a preponderance of evidence as an affirmative

of the report of the Joint Conference Committee

on Security and Safety of Person and Freedom
ed.

defense that the officers thereof used all dili

Amendments to Act II were brought forward
and considered by the Steering Committee. Be
cause of the shortage of time, the committee al

gence and all powers vested in them for the

lotted two minutes for the consideration of each

protection of the person lynched.
The amendment was passed by the assembly.
An amendment submitted by Alan Nichols of

amendment.

Oklahoma to substitute the words "resident or

.Amendments to Act II submitted by William
Haese of Marquelte, Thomas Wolfe of Virginia,

residents" for "citizen or citizens" in Section 1,

Charles Radcliffe of Bates, and William Pierce

of Virginia were discussed and defeated by the
assembly.

An amendment submitted by Larry Travis of
Chicago to insert the words "or elsewhere" be
tween the words "course" and "shall" in line
35 was amended to read "elsewhere or outside

line 7 was passed by the assembly.
The amendment submitted by Tom Wolfe of
Virginia was ruled out of order by the chair.

The decision of the chair was appealed and
failed.

A roll call vole was taken on Act HI. The

bill passed by a vote of 78-15.
The Speaker declared a ten minute recess be

of the course." The amendment to the amend

fore consideration of the report from the Joint

ment was carried. The amendment as amend
ed was also carried.

Conference Committee on Equality of Oppor
tunity and Rights of CitizensUp.

An amendment was submitted by Robert Ben
nett of Kansas to strike out the enacting clause.

ly accepted by the assembly:

There was an objection to consideration of this

The following joint resolution was unanimous
Be it resolved by the Fourth Biennial Con

and passed. .After further discussion, a roll

gress of Delta Sigma Rho in legislative session
assembled that this Congress hereby acknowl
edges with sincere appreciation the long period
of service given to this organization by Prof.
Kenneth G. Hance, who is now leaving the of

amendment. The objection received the neces
sary 2/3 vote to pass the assembly.
A motion by AI Goodspeed of Morquette to
extend debate for five minutes was seconded

call vote was taken on Act. II. Act II was pass

fice of -Secretary and Editor; that this resolu

ed by a vote of 73 to 22.
A motion for a ten minute recess failed to

tion be published in the Gavel, and en appro

pass the assembly.

sor Hance.

priately signed copy to be presented to Profes

the Joint Conference Committee on Security

Prof. Thorrel B. Feat expressed the thanks of
the Faculty Committee on Arrangements to the

and Safety of Person and Freedom of Con

faculty sponsors.

science and Expression. Roy Wingate of Col
orado spoke for the acceptance of the act.

nouncements.

Al Goodspeed read Act III of the report of

He made some further an

The Speaker announced that because of the

and considered by the Steering Committee. In

shortage of time, the Steering Committee had
recommended that the legislature adopt one of

order to consene time, the committee ruled that

the following alternatives:

one minute for the explanation of each amend
ment should be allowed, after which a vote

should briefly explain it.

Amendments to Act III were brought forward

would be taken.

.Amendments submitted by William Pierce of
Virginia, Harvey Yasinow of Western Reserve,
Paul Meaders of Virginia, Walter MuUikin of
Wichita, Larry Travis of Chicago, and Jesse

1. The person proposing the amendment
2. There shoidd be a one-minute discussion
of each amendment.
It was moved and seconded that the first alter

native be adopted. The motion passed.

The Wichita University delegation withdrew

Wright of West Virginia were discussed and
defeated by the assembly.
An amendment submitted by Charles Rad

from the Congress because it had been decided
not to have open discussion on amendments.
Robert Dickey of Pittsburgh presented the

cliffe of Bates and William Pierce of Virginia
to strike out the words "a governmental subdi
vision" in Section 2, line 15, and replace them

majority report of the Joint Conference Com

mittee on Equality of Opportunity and Rights
(Continued on Page 64)
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STUDENT OFFICERS OF THE FOURTH CONGRESS

Top Row: Aletha Bateman (Wisconsin); Harry Stults (Wooster); Anne Rourke (Rockford);
Robert Dickey fPittsburgh); Mary Boyer»(Ohio Wesleyan)
Minni-E Row: George McBurney tlowa)

Dorothy Reitch (Northwestern) •, William Pierce (Kir-

ginia) ; Patricia Gardner i Wisronsin) -. Franklin Blaekstone (Pittsburgh); Nancy
Munn (Oklahoma)
Bottom Row:

Phyllis Silvio iC.ohrudo); Evan Hultman (Iowa); Eloisc Paustian (Nebraska);
Ernest Friesen (A<7n,?ns); N'icki Giistafson (Northwestern); Don Winner (Wisronsm)

THE NEW SECRET\RY AND EDITOR OF THE GAVEL

Professor Thorrel B. Fest (IT), sponsor of the Colorado rhapter of Delta Sigma Rho,

is the newly-elected National Secretary and Editor of the Gavel.
Professor Fest is a most a< live and efficient member of Delta Sigma Rho, and in re
cent years has rendered the organization invaluable service. As the chairman of the Nation

al Committee on the Discussion Question and the Debate Proposition, he recently served the
entire field of forensics most eflertively. Furthermore, as the chairman of the Faculty Con

gress, he performed a distinguished piece of work. Delta Sigma Rho is indeed fortunate
that Professor Fest has con.sented to accept the positions of Secretary and Editor.
After September 1. 1949, the address of the offices of Secretary and Editor will be:
Professor Thorel B. Fest

Department of Speech
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
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of Citizenship. He refused to yield time to a
motion to reconsider the act hy which discussion

had been eliminated on amendments after the

Wichita delegation had withdrawn. Mr. Dickey
yielded to Ai PoUkoff of Chicago, who explain
ed Section 1 of the report. He then yielded to
Beverly Starika of Colorado, who explained Sec
tion li of the report. After Mi-ss Starika had

spoken, -Mr. Dickey yielded to Richard Anliot
of Oherlin, who spoke on Section 111 of the report-

After the majority report, William Hacse of

Marquelte presented the minority report of the
Joint Conference Committee on Equality of Op

portunity and Rights of Citizenship. He yield
ed time to Charles Radcliffi- of Bates, Frank

Havey of Manjuette, and Robert Bennett of
Kansas. Mr. Haese abo spoke in favor of the

minority report. The motion was made and
seconded to substitute the minority report for
the majority report.

Discussion of the motion to substitute follow

It was moved that Section (e) be accepted

by ai-ciaination. .An objection was registered
by Bates College. The question was called, and
Section le) was carried.
Section (f) was discussed.

An amendment

submitted by William Besudcn of Ohio Wesleyan to strike out part (f) was ruled out of order
by the Speaker. An amendment submitted by

Hugh Hawkins of De Pauw was defeated. Sec
tion If) was voted on and passed.

Section (g) was deleted, since it had been in
corporated into Act I.
Section lb) was discussed.

An amendment

submitted by Richard Anliot of Oherlin was

passed by a vote of 20 to 16. There was a call
for a division of tin- house.

The amendment

was defeated by a second vote of 35 to 27. Sec
tion ill) was voted on and passed.
Section li) was discussed. Amendments sub-

milled by Walter Urbigkeit of Wyoming and
Hugh Hawkins of DePauw failed to pass. Sec
tion (i) was voted on and passed.

ed. A motion for the previous question failed

Section Ij) was discussed, voted on, and pass

to pass. -After further discussion, a vote was

ed.
It was moved and seconded that Act IV as a

taken. The motion to substitute the minority-

report for the majority report was defeated.
Robert Dickey of Pittsburgh moved to divide

the report into four separate hills, each under
an enacting clause. The motion was seconded
and passed.

William Pierce of Virginia rose to a point of

whole be accepted. There was a motion to ad
journ. The motion was amended to adjourn at
1:00 p. ni. The parliamentarian advised the as

sembly to vote on the motion to accept Act IV,
as the lime alloted for use of the auditorium

had nearly expired. A roll call vote was taken

privilege in which lie .stated that he wished to
go on record as oppo-sing any further considera

on Act IV. The motion to accept Act IV pass
ed hy a vote of 66 to 24.

tion of the majority report.

journed the assembly.
Respectfully submitted,
Eloise Paustian, University of

A delegate from Western Reserve moved that
the bills ge further subdivided for consideration
as in the report. The motion was seconded. A

There being no further lime, the Speaker ad

Nebraska, Clerk

ilelegatc from Oherlin moved to amend the mo
tion to read that only the first section of the

/

report, or Bill IV, be so subdivided. The

LEGISLATION PASSED BY THE

amendment was accepted, and the motion as

FOl RTH NATIONAL STUDENT CONGRESS

amended was carried.

OF DELTA SIGMA RHO

Section la) of Act IV was discussed. A del

CONGRESS BILL 1, II, III

egate from Virginia rose on a point of privilege.

By Joint Conference Committees on

Ho stated that Virginia wished to go on record
as being opposed to the legislation. The Vir

Safety and Security of Person and
Freetlom of Expression

ginia delegation then withdrew from the Con
gress.

ACT I

Robert Dickey of Pittsburgh moved that two
minutes be allowed for di-scussion of each sec

tion, because of the shortage of time. The mo
tion was seconded and passed.

Section (a) was voted on and passed.
Section lb) was discussed, voted on, and
passed.
Section icJ was diw-ussed.

.An amendment

submitted by Gordon Parks of Missouri was ex

plained and voted upon. The amendment was
as follows:

To add to Section (c) the passage:

The immigration laws of the United Slates
shall be amended to provide for the immigra
tion of 500,000 displaced persons per year, ef
fective January 1, 1950 until January 1, 1961,

regardless of race, religion or occupation. This
hill shall not be con-strued as suspending laws

providing for denial of immigration to the crim
inal and the insane.

The amendment was car

ried. .Section (c) as amended was carried.
Section (d) was di.<H:ussed, voted on. and

passed.

Whereas the Feilcral Government has the right
to investigate the loyalty of its employees and
prospective einployees.

Whereas Congress has the right to investigate
matters pertaining to its legislation,
Therefore, be it enacted:

Section 1. That the function to check loyalty

of said employees be delegated to a Commis
sion appointed hy the President and approv
ed by the Congress.
Section 2. That the above Commission and all

Congressional Investigating Committees be
bound by the following regulations:

a. That those called upon to testify are to
have the following rights:
1. The right of counsel.

2. The right to know the purpose of the in
vestigation, and/or source of accusation.

3. The right to subpoena witnesses and
documents.

4. The right to question the members of

the Committee as well as those called by
the government to testify.
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5. The right to stenographic reports of pro
ceedings and
6. The right to have recorded any evidence
and testimony which the witness wishes
to introduce as pertinent to the investi
gation.
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or death; provided, however, that the gov
ernmental subdivision may prove by a pre
ponderance of evidence as an affirmative
defense that the officers thereof used all

diligence and all powers vested in them

for (he protection of the person lynched.

b. The principle of guilt by association can
not be accepted as proof of disloyalty; dis

Section 3. That in the event of the impending
lynching of any individual incarcerated by

loyalty is to be defined as the commission

state or local authorities, the U. S. District
Marshall shall be authorized to afford such

or advocacy of treason or sedition.

protection as is necessary to the individuaL

ACT II

Be it enacted:

Section 1. That the rights of any student group
to hold meetings on American college cam
puses for the purposes of conducting organ
izational business and holding open discus
sions shall not be restricted by Federal, State,
or local legislation because of the political
affiliations of these groups.

Secion 2. A. That the right of any college or

university instructor to express his poStical
and economic views within the scope of his
course elsewhere or outside of the course shall
not be restricted.

B. 1. That dismissal from any faculty or
administrative position, or
2. from registration, or enrollment in

good standing in the student body, or
rejection from pursuit of any course of
study because of political party affilation
or adherence to any political beliefs or
ideas is hereby declared unlawful.

3. This shall not infringe upon the right
of administrative boards to dismiss in

dividuals who fail to meet the require
ments of the srhool.
ACT HI

Be it enacted;

Section 1. That any assemblage of two or more
persons which shall exercise or attempt to ex
ercise by physical violence and without au

thority of law any power of correction or pun
ishment over any resident or residents of the

United States or who shall destroy property of
said persons, shall constitute a mob under

the provisions of this Act and shall have commited an unlawful act (hereinafter referred

to an "mob violence"); and those persons
-shall be liable for fine up to $20,000 and im
prisonment up to life or both.

Section 2. That whenever such mob violence

shall occur, any officer or employee of the
Federal government or of a governmental sub

division who shall have neglected, refused, or
willfully failed to make all diligent efforts to
protect person or persons from mob violence

or property from destruction: and any officer

who shall have failed to make all diligent ef
forts to apprehend, keep in custody, or prose
cute the members of any mob, shall be guilty

CONGRESS BILL IV

By Joint Conference Committees

on Equality of Opportunity
and Rights of Citizenship
An Act to Provide and Extend Certain Rights
and Privileges of Citizenship and to Provide
Greater Equality of Opportunity—■
Be it enacted by the Student Congress of

Delta Sigma Rho,
ACT IV

That in order to provide and extend certain

rights of citizenship and its privileges:
a. The requirement of payment of a poll tax

as a prerequisile to voting in a primary or

other election for national officers shall be
illegal.

1. That payment of a poll tax or other tax
as a prerequisite to voting or register

ing at primaries or other elections for
national officers shall not be considered

a qualification for voters or electors vot

ing or registering at primaries or other
elections.

2. The previous payment of the poll tax or
any other tax shall in no way deter

mine the eligibility of a citizen to vote.

b. There shaU be no discrimination or segre
gation in recruiting, a.ssiging, training, ad
vancing, or the use of facilities in the Arm

ed Services on the basis of race, creed, or
origin.

r. All other laws which have been passed to
this time contrary to this act notwithstand

ing, any person who possesses all other
rpialifieations which are, or may be, pre

scribed by law shall not be denied natural

ization because of race, color, creed, or
national origin. The immigration laws of

the United States shall be amended to pro

vide for the immigration of 500,000 dis

placed persons per year, effective January

1, 1950 until January 7, 1961, regardless
of race, religion or occupation. This biU

shall not be construed as suspending laws

providing for denial of inunigration to the
criminal and the insane.

d. Legislation granting citizenship to proper

ly qualified residents of Guam and Amer

ican Samoa be enacted by the IJ. S. Con

of a felony and shall be subject to a fine not
to exceed $10,000 or imprisonment not to ex

e. The full status of statehood be granted to

ceed twenty years, or both.
A. That an governmental subdivision which

f. -All laws on any governmental level pro

shall fail to prevent a lynching which oc
curs within its territorial jurisdiction shall
be liable to each individual who suffers in

jury to his person or property, to his next
of kin if such injury results in death, for
a sum not less than two thousand dollars

as monetary compensation for such injury

gress.

the territories of Hawaii and Alaska.

hibiting or punishing interracial marriage

shall be null and void as of the date of
passage of this bill. No law of said nature

shall be enacted in the future by any unit

of government in the U. S.
g. (Included in Act I)
h. Qualified residents of the District of Co-
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luuibia be provided suffrage and the right
of self-government, which government must

be responsible to the Congress of the Unit
ed States.

1. Discrimination or segregation on the basis

of race, creed, or national origin be elim
inated: (1) in the use of all public con

veyances in interstate commerce; (2) in

any organization, institution, or program

receiving partial or complete federal finan
cial assistance; and further, that such as
sistance be withdrawn for failure to elim
inate such segregation.

j. A federal commission on civil rights be
established to disseminate information on
civil rights and to rt'comniend future civil

rights legislation. ^

To amend by striking out Section 1.

By Han'cy Yasinow of Western Reserve:
To amend by replacing "two" in line 4 with
"ten."

By Paul Meaders of Virginia:

To amend by striking out in Section 1, lines
7-8, "or who shall destroy property of said
persons."

By Walter Mullikin of Wichita:
To amend by striking out Section 3.
By Larry Travis of Chicago:
To amend by adding to Section 1,"and in the
case of mob violence resulting in loss of life,
each member of said mob shall be made per

sonally liable for the crime of murder."
By Jesse Wright of West Virginia:

To amend by adding Section 4: That further
AMENDMENTS TO LEGISLATION
SUBMITTED AND DEFEATED

any jury that willfully neglects to convict a

person accused of such crime shall be fined
$10,000.

DErEATEi) Amendments
ACT I

By William N. Pierce of Virginia:

To amend by addition of Section 3; that all
Catholics, Jews, Negroes, and all other minor

By Tom Wolfe of Virginia:
To amend by striking out act and going on
record to cite states in their efficient actions

towards lynchings. (Ruled out of order; de
cision appealed; appeal failed.)

ity groups be exempted from these investiga

ACT IV

tions.

Section f:

By Charles Radcliffe of Bates:

To amend by deleting everything after the
first "disloyalty."

By Victor Harnack of Iowa State Teachers:
To amend by adding in Section 2, line 12, af
ter tlie word "documents" the words "if se

curity conditions do not forbid.
By E. Vogel of Ohio Wesleyan:
To amend Section 2 b, by substituting, after
the semicolon: disloyalty is to be defined as

anything constituting a clear and present dan
ger to our country.

By Bill Donovan of Washington:

By William Besuden of Ohio Wesleyan;
To amend by striking out Section f.

By Hugh Hawkins of DePauw:
To amend by striking out line 30 and replac

ing with "enacted in the future by any of the
several states or their subdivisions."
Section h:

By Richard Anliol of Oberlin:
To amend by adding "and that discrimination

and segregation in public accommodations or
in employment in Washington, D. C., be abol
ished."

To amend by substituting in Section 1, line

Section i:

2, after the word "Commission" the words

By Walter Urbigkeit of Wyoming:
To amend by deletion of Section i.
By Hugh Hawkins of DePauw:
To amend by deletion of subsection 2 in Sec

"appointed by Congress."
ACT n

By William Haese of Marquette:
To amend by striking out Section 2.
By Robert F. Bennett of Kansas:

To amend by striking out the enactmg clause.

(Objection to consideration of this amend
ment passed the assembly.)

By Thomas Wolfe of Virginia:

tion i.

JOINT RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

1. Be it resolved by the Fourth Biennial Con

gress of Delta Sigma Rho in legislative session
assembled that this Congress recognize with sin

cere gratitude the generous and efficient efforts

To amend by addition to Section 2 A, line 34
"unless the professor or instructor intimidates

of Prof. Thorrel B. Fest and his Committee on

his students."

Committee on Local Arrangements.

By Charles Radcliffe of Bates:

Arrangements and Prof. Glen Mills and his
2. Be it resolved by the Fourth Biennial Con

To amend by striking out in Section 1, Hoe

gress of Delta Sigma Rho in legislative session

29 the words "state or locaL"

assembled that this Congress hereby acknowl

By William Pierce of Virginia:
To amend by adding subsection 4 to Section
2 B: 4. No school shall be affected by this
bill that is not supported by federal funds.

edges with sincere appreciation the long period
of service given to this organization by Prof.
Kenneth G. Hance, who is now leaving the of

fice of Secretary and Editor; that this resolu
tion be published in the Gavel, and an appro

ACT m

priately signed copy be presented to Professor

By William Pierce of Virginia:

Haiice.
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Peirce L. Lewis
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Alvin B. Goodspeed
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Ernest Friesen

John L. Johnson

Harold Friesen
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Tke Report of tlie Congress Okservers ...
John W. Keltner

Sponsor, University of Oklahoma Chapter

1. Group centered roles

Three general tasks faced the corps of ob
servers at the Fourth Biennial Student Congress
of Delta Sigma Rho. Our first responsibility

2. Task centered roles
3. Individual centered roles

was to help the committees in their techniques

The observers and the chairman discussed

of deliberation over the several matters that

each of the major areas in this outline and con

were assigned. Our second charge was to col

sidered methods and materials that could be

lect some data to help us understand how com

used in bringing these ideas to bear in analyz

mittees work. Our third objective was to de
scribe how our committees actually worked in

ing and studying the committees.

this Congress. We are here presenting a pre
liminary report of the result of our observations
and study of the committee operation at our
Congress. These observations and studies are

The second training session for the observers
was held at the Congress Hotel on Friday morn

ing during the first general session of the Con
gress. .4t this time the group imderwent what
is known as the "dry run". Half the group was

largely the result of the oustanding and skilled

assigned the task of acting as observers, and the

assistance of the eight observers from North
western University: Messrs. Albert Croft, Ralph

other half was given a problem to discuss. Each

Haugen, James Huffman, Winston Jones, Rob
ert Lang (WR), Howard Martin, Liston Tatum,

by the trainer and assigned a particular attitude
and role to play in the discussion. The discus

and Robert Weiss (A).

sion was then started. After about twenty min

We acknowledge a

member of the discussion group was taken aside

entious and willing work with our committees.

utes we called a halt lo the proceedings and
made an analysis of what had been happening

I.

as an observer would do in the regular session.

debt of gratitude to these men for their consci
The Prf.liminahy Training
OF THE Observers.

.Some weeks before the congress convened, a
special article entitled "How an Observer Can
Help a Committee" was prepared and published
in the March issue of this Journal.l [The Gavel

Vol. 31. No. 3. March 1949. Pp 45-46.] This
article aimed to outline and to open up the pro
cedure whereby observers could operate in our

congress. Each of the observers was given a
ropy of this article and asked to read it care

fully with an eye to implementing the proced
ures discussed there.

•

On the day previous to the opening of the
Congress the eight observers and their chairman
met at Northwestern to undergo a preliminary

training session for their work. At this meet
ing copies of the "Outline for Group Observa

This process was then repeated, with the observ
ers in the first dry-run takiqg the parts of the
group in this second practice.

By the time we had completed these "dryrun" sessions we were up against the 10:30 con

vening of the regular committees of the Con
gress. So, armed with the information and tech
niques drawn from the training period and
warmed up by the practice in the "dry-run",
we spread out to the various sessions.
If. The Materials and Methods
OF THE Observers.
.•\.

The Feedback

This was the process described in the
.March article whereby the observer helped the
group develop its procedure by feeding in ques
tions and reviews of what had been done and

tion" developed by the National Training Lab

how the process of the committee was operat

oratory in Group Development were distributed

ing. Each observer was carefully instructed not

lo the observers and a study of its contents

lo volunteer any feedback unless it was request

made. -["Report of the Second Summer Labor

ed by the ronunitte, or unless he felt that he
just could restrain himself no longer.

atory Session" .National Training Laboratory in

Group Development.
1943. P. 123ff.l

Bulletin No. 3. N.E.A.

This outline in brief covered

ihe following areas of committee study.
I. Group Characteristics
A. Background

B. The General Report

Each observer prepared a comprehensive
account of what happened in his committee

session. He made a separate report for each of
the moniing and afternoon sessions. The gen

B. Participation

eral outline of this report was based on the

C. Communication

National Training Laboratory outline given

D. Cohesion and groupings

above.

E. Atmosphere
F. Group Standards
II. Group Progress
A. Setting of goals

B. Steps toward goal
C. Procedures for group progress

D. Feedback and group self-evaluation
lU. Member Behavior

C. The Summary Report

In order to expedite the handling of the
raw material and to aid in identifying particu

lar problems and trends in the committee ses
sions, a special summary sheet was prepared
especially for these sessions, (see copy of this
sheet at the end of this report.) Entitled "Ob
server's Report" the sheets covered the follow

A. Behavior of designated leader

ing items: I. Number of observations made;

B. Social sensitivity and characteristics

2. Type of material reported in the observations

C. Leadership skills and techniques
D. Personality observation

to the committee; 3. Evidence of the commit
tee's use of the observations; 4. General struc

E. Member roles

ture of the group; 5. Personnel; and 6. A gen-
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eral summary of procedures used by the com
mittee.

At the end of each committee session the ob

server made out this report and banded it to the

Personnel rela
tions
00000 1 00

I

Leader func
tions

4

000 1 000 3

reports enabled us to see and predict tendencies

It was rather difficult for the observers to re
cord the reactions to the feedbacks. In some

that were to develop in subsequent sessions of

cases it was impossible for them to determine

the committees.

how the group reacted. Certain of the cases
were clearly discernible, however, and they are
reported below.

observer chairman. In several instances these

D. The Committee Questionnaire.

A special form of questionnaire for this
Congress was devbed to collect the opinions of
the several committee groups as to the progress
and development of their committee. This ques
tionnaire was filled out by the members of each
committee at the close of each of the sessions.

Favorable reactions: 29. This means that the

group took the observation and made use of it
in developing its procedures.
Neutral or undecided reactions: 7.

This means

that the group did not give much thought to
the observation nor did it use the informaiiou

The observer then took these questionnaires and
summarized them on a special tally sheet and

for procetlural improvement and growth.

incorporated them into his final report. It was
through this device that we were able to note
several factors of personal dissatisfaction with
the groups and to predict conHicts and disturb

resent the ob.servers remarks.

ances that appeared later.
IIL The Role of the Feeuback.
One of the first items that we were interest

ed in concerned the number and nature of the

feedbacks made by the observer in the general
committee sessions. A summary of the number
of feedbacks will be found in table I. below.
TABLE I.

Summary of Number of Feedbacks
1 2345678

Requested by

02 1 3 3 1 02 A.M.

Chairman

00 2442 1 3 P.M.

Requested by

O l l OOO lO A.M.

a member

02 1 200 1 3 P.M.

Initiated by

00 1 00 0 00 A.M.

observer

000 1 1 300 P.M.

Total observations requested by the
28

Total observations requested by mem
bers:

part in aiding the groups to move forward. In
one case tliere were no feedbacks at all.

good. Probably too much dependence for ad
vice on parliamentary procedure was placed on

observer is not that of a parliamentarian. How
ever, this matter is one thai is open for debate;
and no group should be condemned for using
the observer to get it out of parliamentary
wrangles. In most cases, however, the observers*

feedbacks were well accepted and the groups

attempted to use them to advantage. From the
evidence we have compiled, it would seem that
the %9sistance of the observer definitely aided
several of the groups to move to a very valuable
IV. The Role of the Commjttee

Questionnaire.

6

AM observations requested by
the chairmen:

A complete analysis of the questionnaire
would be a lengthy paper of itself.

12

PM observations requested by
the chairmen:

The

observer reported in this case that the group
was quite able to get along without help. In
oilier cases groups did not use their observer
as much as necessary to perform the greatest

report.

12

Total observations initiated by
the observer:

From the general reports of the observes's we

believe that the feedback played an important

the observer. It is believed that the role of the

Observer

chairmen:

Negative reactions: 3. This means that the
group responded in such a way as to oppose or

We shall

attempt here to summarize the data and to point
16

out some of the major trends that are shown by

AM observations requested by members: 3
PM observations requested by members: 9

this analysis.

AM observations initiated by observers: 1
PM observations initiated by observers: 5

did you feel this meeting was today". Each per
son was asked to mark a scale running from

Item I. Oil the questionnaire asked, ''How

(AM and PM are used to designate the two
main sessions of each committee. AM repre

one to ten.

One on the scale represented no

good: Four on the scale represented mediocre;

sents the morning sessions, and PM repre

Seven on the scale represented good; and ten

sents the afternoon session.)
The nature of the feedbacks was also of con

on the scale represented excellent. The average
rating for each group is reported in Table III.

cern to the observers. A summary of the types

(Note that group 1 Is absent in this report. The

of feedback is found in Table II.

study is defective here because of an incom

plete report from the observer of that group.)

TABLE II.

The Nature of the Feedbacks

Observer

1

TABLE in.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total

Parliamen

tary matters 0 1 36 1 220

15

Goal processes 0 2 1 1 4 1 1 3
Group unity 020 00 1 1 2

13
6

Group atmos
phere
Progress to

goals
Conflicts

Group

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

AM
PM

4.3 7.0 7.4 4.7 6.7 6.6 7.0
6.7 7.3 8.3 6.5 8.8 6.3 8.0

Change

2.4* .3

.9 1.8* 2.1* -.3 2.0*

* The starred items note groups that made a
change of proportions large enough for us to

00000 1 00

1

suggest that the group made a definite improve

00 1 1 00 00

2

than the first in the eyes of the group members.

0 0

4

Item 2 on the questionnaire asked, "Did you

ment and that the second meeting was better
1

1 2000
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find yourself wanting to say things during the

general examination of the above tables will

meeting that you didn't actually say?" Again

show the following things:
1. That the majority of the groups felt that

we used a scale from one to ten. Note that
when a member marked the scale close to the

ten end, it would indicate that he was keeping

or being kept quiet when he wanted to talk.
(See sample of the questionnaire at the end of
this report). The average rating for each group
is found in table IV.
TABLE ly.

Group
AM
PM

the second meeting was better than the first.
2. That groups two and seven had fewer peo
ple getting to say what they wished in the sec
ond session than in the first.

3. That group three had considerably more
people getting to say what they wished in the
second session than in the first.

2

3

4

5

6

3.7
4.1

4.3
2.2

4.0
4.5

4.5
4.6

4.0
3.8

7

8

3.7 2.8
4.3 2.6

4. That groups five and six were composed
of people who in the second session found the
group working more to their own objectives as

Change
-.4 2.1* -.5 -.1 .2 -.6 .2
•The starred items note changes of propor

a whole.

tions large enough to indicate that there were

accord with the work of the committee among

distinct trends in the groups toward better or
worse personal orientation and participation.

the members in the second session than in the

5. That groups two and three found greater
first.

tent were the things you personally hoped to

6. That groups four and seven found less
accord with the comniittee among the members

get out of the meeting different from what the

in the second session.

group was trying to accomplish?" The scale was

again from one to ten. One on the scale rep

7. Tha groups two and six indicated much
greater satisfaction with the second session than

resented completely opposed; four, somewhat

the first.

Item 5 was stated "as follows: "To what ex

opposed: seven, fairly opposed; and ten, ident
ical

The average rating for each group is

first.

found in Table V.
TABLE V.

Group
AM
PM

8. That group seven indicated much less sat
isfaction with the second session that with the

2

3

4

5

6

7.2
7.3

6.7
6.1

7.4
7.3

4.7
5.8

6.5
8.1

7

8

6.8 8.3
6.4 8.2

Change
.1 -.6 -.1 1.1* 1.6* -.4 -.1
•The starred items note changes of such pro

The interesting thing about all this is that
as we check these results against the general
reports of the observers, we can find a high cor
relation of results.

This indicates that what

the observers saw was actually happening as
far as the members themselves could report.

portions to indicate that the members of the
group were more personally satisfied with the

V. The Observer's Report.

second meeting than the first in terms of their
own personal objectives for the committee work.
Item 6 on the questionnaire asked, "How
fully do you think the members were in accord

large bulk of material collected and reported
by our observers. We shall attempt, therefore,
to summarize briefly the major elements in each

with what the group was trying to accomplish

avoid identifying the groups throughout this

today?" The scale was from one to ten. One

whole report. Our objective is to keep our data
as removed as far as possible from the person
al interpretation of the people who attended the

indicated a small minority in accord; four, a

large minority; seven, a good majority; and
ten, completely in accord. The average rating

It would be impossible for us to indicate the

observer's report.

convention.

A. The Report of Observer 1.

for each group will be found in Table VT.

1. A. M.

TABLE VI.

Group
AM
PM

2
7.4
8.1

We are purposely trying to

3

4

5

6

6.0
7.8

7.5
6.7

6.0
6.4

7.0
6.7

7

An implicit schism in the group devel

8

8.4 7.2
6.7 7.8

Change
.7* 1.8* -.8* .4 -.3 -1.7* .6
•Starred items indicate shifts of opinion that
seem to show that rather distinct changes were

taking place in the group from one meeting to

the next. A negative sign indicated that the
group was getting less agreement in the sec

oped in the morning session revolving around
two opposing philosophies of freedom. The
group as a whole did not recognize the danger
of this split. In spite of this the group worked
together fairly well. The chairman dominated
the group and spoke most frequently. Four
other persons framed the main discussion sec
tion. The rest of the group was relatively in
active.

ond session than in the first.

Item 7 asked, "How satisfied are you with
the decisions reached by this group at this
session?" One on the scale represented very

About five of the sixteen members of

the committee made practically no contribution.
There was one constant dissenter in the group
who opposed everything. Frequent indecision

satisfied; four, satisfied; seven, dissatisfied;
and ten, very dissatisfied. The average rating
for each group is found in table VII.

and confusion resulted because of failure to

TABLE VII.

clarify just what the goals of the committee
were.

There was some personal antagonism

2

3

4

5

6

6.1

4.5

4.0

5.7

4.7

2.8 3.1

but it did not persist. Little actual factual ma
terial was brought into the discussion. The
group often got off the main topic and became

PM

3.2

4.2

3.7

5.7

3.0

4.2 2.8

involved in minor and irrelevant matters. There

Change

2.9* .3

Group
AM

.3 0

7

8

1.7^ -1.4* .3

•Starred items indicate shifts of opinion that
seem to indicate a change in the achievement

of the group. Note particularly group 7. This
group broke down completely in the final half
of the final session.

was much waste of time in the use of burden

some parliamentary methods. The group failed
to see goals of any kind.
2. P. M.

Definite changes and improvements
were noted in the afternoon session. The lead-
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er, however, still did much of the talking and

made many of the decisions. There remained
a basic core of persons who dominated the par

ticipation. The group made considerabl pro
gress in developing a unity. The schism of the
morning was overcome; and when apparent con
flicts would arise, the group would take steps to

integrate the varying opinions. The group thus
became more "group centered". There was less

personal conflict and control. While there were
still no explicit goals, a clear, implicit goal de
veloped under the guidance of several members
of the group who had met during lunch to de
termine procedure for the afternoon session.

Upon discovery that all were working in the
same direction the speed and efficiency of the

group increased amazingly. Only two members
of the group in this session were withdrawn
from active participation.

B. The Report of Observer 2.

chairman set out the basic issues or goals of the

committee, and the group implicitly seemed to
accept iheni. Later, however, the group showed
evidence of not understanding these because dis
cussion over specific bills would hog down in

minute details that were non-productive. The

group failed to get at specific objectives and
procedures, and consequently by the end of the
first session only one-half of one bill had been

accepted and details were stifling clear thinkIn.
2.

P. M.

This session started out with a split
over a minor issue of the first bill being con

sidered by the group. A threat of a walkout and
a minority report endangered the unity of the
entire committee. The group finally resorted
to vote, and a majority decision prevailed with
no walkout. This was evidence of some group

1. A. M.

Approximately one-third of the group

dominated the discussion for the first hour.
Eventually another third came into the discus
sion, but four or five persons were silent. The
leader often over-participated but seemed fair
ill his remarks. Lack of goals led to division
as to what procedure to follow. Everyone in the

group felt frustrated by the bulk of bills to be
studied and the lack of an eflicient procedure.

The group apparently did not know how to
bring discussion to hear on the consideration
of the problems at hand. There was quite a bit
of the "play-acting" element present: loo much
of the cynical "big-time politician" atmosphere
to allow for sound discussion. The group had

no conception of what goals were or how to set
them for the committee.

mentary procedure tended to cause division dur
ing the latter minutes of the meeting. The

It was sensitive to

this, however; and a great deal of dissatisfac
tion was apparent. The bulk of the session was

spent in trying to decide what to discuss and
how 10 work with the materials. As the group
tried to find itself, the formality of parliamen

tary procedure began to ^ve way to more flexi
ble informality. This was a good sign. The

participation of the members remained unreal
and individual-centered. This accounted for a

unity. Following this crisis the group moved
smoothly. Probably things went loo smoothly.
There was evidence of lethargy and submission

on the part of the group to the dominance of a
small minority.

More than forty per cent of

the talking was done by two persons. The lead
er probably contributed more than his share
and gave evidence that he did not sense the at
titudes of the members in the group. The group
tended to bog down in parliamentary procedure
from time to time, .\fter feedbacks suggest

ing that strict formality was not necessary, the
discussion ran more smoothly. Several attempts
were made to use the parliamentary techniques
to obstruct discussion. Many unanimous votes
were taken that could have been handled by

informal agreement. There was a tendency to

regard the observer as a parliamentarian. The
proceedings of the committee in general were
under the domination of one member.

Only

mild opposition ever appeared to his dominance.
The non-contributiog members were never
brought into the discussion and were not solicit
ed. The final decisions of the group were forced
by the dominant members to unanimous decis
ions under the pressure of time.

D. Report of Observer 4.

great deal of the difficulty.
2. P. M.
In the afternoon the same five or six

1.

A. M.

Matters of procedure occasioned some

people dominated the discussion. Three per

discussion at the outset and became involved in

sons made no contribution during the entire

intricate parliamentary details.

day. These people gave evidence of disgust
witli the proceedings. The remainder of the

was asked to help the group out of parliamen
tary difficulties in several cases. Basic goals

The observer

group contributed occasionally but were apathet

were rather vaguely established. The greatest

ic. The basic dissatisfaction with the work con
tinued. Feedback late in the session called at

emphasis seemed to be on setting a procedure

tention to the lack of clear goals, but the group

fore the committfe. A minority group began
to make itself fell hut did not come clearly into

fell that time was too short to start over. The

implicit goal of "practicality" was the only one
that was held as a constant criterion over the

biU-by-biil considerations of the committee. Af
ter 3:30 evidence of fatigue and distraction hecame Increasingly apparent.
C. The Report of Observer 3.
1.

A. M.

Participation was limited during the

early part of the session to the chairman and
one or two members of the committee.

The

chairman and one other person dominated the
entire procedure. Heavy reliance on parlia

to be followed in consideration of the bills be

the open in this session. The group was some
what formal. Only a few of the members got
the feeling of working together. The rest main
tained a wholly individualistic attitude toward

the committee. Once procedure had been agreed
upon the group followed it rather well. When
variations appeared the chairman imposed a
time limit for discussion of that issue.

No basic

controversies appeared in the discussion.
2.

P. M.

Procedure for the current session was

determined at the very outset of the meeting.
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Spirited give-and-take of ideas took place as

F. Report of Observer 6.

the group considered the specific bills handed
to ihe committee.

The size of the committee

made it impossible to hear everyone on every

measure, but for the most part everyone took
active part at one time or another. Only one
or two persons failed to make important con
tributions.

The amount of evidence and in

formation brought out by the committee was
outstanding. \ distinct eagerness to communiealp became evident soon after the opening of

the session.

very vocal minority ^oup threat

ened at one point to split the committee but was

1. A. M.

The goals of the group were not clear
ly defined. Several varying points of view were
evident. A two-man monopoly of the discussion
occurred often in the form of an informal de
bate between two members of the group. The
leader seemed to be very adept but probably a
little too "laissez-faire". A digression near the
end of the session occurred and was interrupted

by a visiting faculty member's calling attention
to a point that the group had missed. Six or

bill was treated thoroughly according to the

seven members of the group seemed to dominate
the discussion in alternating pairs. One mem
ber talked excessively and generally antagon

agreed upon procedure, yet the group felt that

ized the group. The rest of the committee,

persuaded to hold with the committee. Each
with more lime they could have included more

however, tried to be very tolerant of him and

careful consideration. The group was very re

to give him every opportunity to come through.

sponsive to the feedbacks and would continue
to question the observer as to methods and tech
niques of group operation. A very pleasant ex

He felt somewhat "squeezed out" several times
as the vote went totally against him. He still

perience. Leader-ship in the group was very
capable and held the respect of the committee.
The biggest difhculty of the group was in cutling through the maze of parliamentary pro

ist with little feeling for group unity.

cedure.

from the morning session showing encourapng

E. Reports of Observer 5.
1.

A. M.
At the outset the committee became

embroiled in parliamentary procedure. Four
members of the group dominated this matter.

A large part of the session was spent in these
problems. Feedback of the observer called at
tention to this and the problem was gradually

eliminated. The group had difficulty in stating

goals at first.

Several sub-groups stubbornly

held to their predetermined positions. Feed
back at this point called attention to the dan

ger of ihi.s and the situation eased at once. The
group was very formal at first, but under pres
sure from the observer In his feedback the

formality gave way to an easier give-and-take.
Once the group got to the point of setting goals,
it established a sound, basic outline of objec
tives. The committee was very erratic in mov

ing toward these goals during this session. The
group fell strained toward the observer at first
but soon accepted him as part of the group.
There was no basic group unity until the last
thirty minutes of the session. At that point the
group seemed to gel an insight and to move
forward with a spurt. This group gave evidence

of flexibility and intelligent adaptation to the
situation once it got on the track.
2.

2.

P. M.

The observer opened the session with

a report of the results of the questionnaires

responses from the group. Again too much di
alogue between two members prevented com

plete discussion of one of the issues. The lead
er finally had to break up the pair by a ques
tion that brought observations from others in

the group. The goals of the group became lost
in considering a minor matter and in the diffi
culty of parliamentary procedure at that point.
The antagonistic member of the morning pre

sented a special substitute for consideration;
and seeing that it would fail, began a filibuster.
The observer was called in to help but placed
the decision back in the hands of the group. The

group voted against the obstructionist, who con
tinued to attempt obstruction of the wishes of
the majority of the group. The majority over
ruled him, and he went into silence for a short
lime but soon reappeared to propose a new and

equally unpopular measure. It was almost lost
without a second but finally was voted down

by the group as a whole. The obstructionist
again came back with a full bill of his own,
and the group voted against its consideration.
The obsen er at this point commended the group

on its patience and consideration of the feel

ings and rights of the minority member. Final
ly he was given a chance to present another bill.
Practical difficulties of the bill made it hard to

handle, and the group began to fall apart and
to withdraw from active participation while the

P. M.

The participation during the second
session was excellent.

persisted in opposition. A rugged individual

Four members seemed

to dominate at various points, but this did not
affect group unity because their discussion was
pertinent to the problem. The group worked
well as a team. A small minority group appear

ed, but the unity of the group held them in a
cooperative activity. The atmosfhere was very
friendly and flexible. Excellent discussion pro
cedure was apparent throughout this session.
The feedbacks of the observer were accepted

and acted upon quickly and efficiently. Evidence
of the group's appreciation of the observer came
with a vote of thanks for his work. (We like
that very much.)

protagonist held the floor by default.
In spite of the obstructionist in the group
the committee moved efficiently and effectively

for the most part. Feedbacks were excellently
received. The leader did a particularly good
job.

G. Report of Observer 7.
1.

A. M.

Goals were established very soon af

ter the meeting opened and were agreed upon
without difficulty. The group had a tendency to
"hew to the line" under the pressure of time.

The procedure in this session ran smoothly and
swiftly. Occasional healthy conflicts were iron
ed out without trouble. Three or four persons
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oppostion to the program advanced by the com

up into small conversational groups all talking
at the same time. Fatigue and boredom became
evident, and participation became restricted to
lliree or four persons toward the end of the

mittee, but he was not inclined to make an is

meeting.

sue of the matter because of the predominance

would freeze out the rest of the group for ex
tended periods of time. In general, this was an

played dominent roles with about half the group
coatributing freely. The group worked well as
a team. One person, however, stood clearly in

of votes against bira. The chair wisely asked
this man to act as a group "stabilizer". Some
stiffness was evident, but for the most part the

group was friendly and informal. The leader
was quite capable and fair.
2. P. M.

During the first half of the session the
committee worked with the excellent efficiency

Conflicts between several members

example of a dominant leader's too suddenly
withdrawing bis control. The result was gen
eral loss of unity and cohesion in the group.
VI. Conclusion and Reccommendations.

We shall let the above data speak for them
selves concerning what happened in the com
mittee sessions as seen through the eyes of the
observers. We must keep in mind, however,

established in the morning session. Then a
"bombshell exploded". The one-man opposi
tion of the morning drew two or three others

that these observations are those of a single

into his orbit and preceded to obstruct further

comparison with the questionnaires, but they

progress of the conrmittee. This minority ^oup
resorted to filibuster and general obstructionist

tactics. The group reacted hotly. Charge and
counter-charge flew around the table, and un

observer. Their validity is strengthened by 3ie
still remain subjective.

From our experiences in this Congress with
the observer technique we suggest the following

kind things were spoken. The chairman, who
up to that point had kept things well in hand,
was completely snowed under with the avalanche

conclusions:

of tactical maneuvering. In spile of the favor
of the majority for the bill under consideration,

in legislative work.

the obstruction of the minority stopped consid
eration of the measure. (NOTE: It was evident

that this situation was a clear example of a
"snowball" reaction. Note that in the morning
the minority was quiet. The observer reported,
however, on his questionnaire that this one-man
minority had indicated a strong opposition to

everything that was being done. A split was
predicted in the closed session of the observers,
and we all sat back to watch. During the early

part of the afternoon the minority formed slow
ly and presented a small resistance to the first
measure considered by the committee. Then
as the last measure came up, the minority gath
ered its forces and went to work.)

2. That in most cases where the greatest use
was made of the observer as a process reporter
the committee seemed to operate with increas
ing effectiveness.

3. That formal parliamentary procedure of
ten inhibits clear tlunking in the small commit

tee sessions where the origin and development
of legislative measures are the prime concern
of the delegates.

4. That, for the most part, the members of
the Congress were seriously concerned with
problems at band. In only a couple of cases
was there evidence of "play acting".
5. That the members of legislative commiltes needed to study the methods of group pro
cedure and discussion more thoroughly.
6. That the role of the minority in a dis

H. Report of Observer 8.
1.

1. That trained observers can provide a val
uable assistance to the operation of committees

cussion is not very well understood and that

A. M.

Under the dominance of the leader

little seemed to be accomplished at this season.

The group faiiled to clarify its goals and pro

the problem of dealing with minority opinion is
a serious and dangerous undertaking.
7. That the instruments used in this Con

gress for observing and describing the work of
the committee had some value and consistency

cedures. The leader tended to dictate the pro
cedure. All members, however, contributed to
the general discussion. While the atmosphere
was informal, the parliamentary procedure seem

in "feeling the pulse" of the committee work.

ed to obstruct clear thinking on the basic prob

lowing recommendations are suggested:

lems at hand. The group seemed well unified

under the dominance of ie leader. Very little
actual work on the hills was accomplished at
this session.
2. P. M.
As a result of the feedback at the close

of the previous session the chairman asked the

group to omit the formality of pariamentary
procedure. He attempted to bring the goals into
focus, but the group failed to understand and
apply the suggestion. In contrast to the morn

ing session, he was very weak in this meeting.
The committee in turn did nothing but agree
or disagree to the prepared bills presented to it.
Extended discussion often occurred over minor

working of bills, and members sought to
tain their own solutions at any cost. The
seemed to be a breakdown of the group.
the group ceased to function as a unit ^nd

main
result
Often
broke

In light of the work of the observers, the fol

1. That the obsener system be used in sub
sequent Congresses.

2. That, when possible, a longer training per
iod be given for the observers so that their tech
niques of feedback can be more effective and
efficient.

3. That more adequate instruments for
measuring the work of the committees be set up
and tested experimentally to prove their worth.

4. That more training in group methods be
given to delegates to the Congress before they
are selected tofattend.
5. That we continue to do everything possi
ble to make this Congress a training ground for
effective legislative work and not a weak mimic
ry of the faults of our local, state, and national
legislatures. We believe that the use of observ

ers and a study of our work is part of the pro
cess of reaching this objective. There is evi-
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dence in
report that the Delta Sigma Rho
Congress is outstanding for its development of

we have done or are doing all that can be done.
We should continue to look forward to improve-

Icgislative skill.

mcnt.

Yet we should not feel that
/

/

1

Questionnaire for Members

D. S. R. Congress

of the Committees

1949

Date

Committee

. ..

Your help by supplying this information will contribute to the improvement and evaluation
of our committee meetings.

1. How did you feel this meeting was today?

(Please check)

No good
Mediocre
Good
iiceUent
2. Did you find yourself wanting to say things during the meeting that you didn't actually say?

Never

A few times

Frequently

Very Frequentiy

3. Were there any particular reasons why you did not contribute?
If so, please list.

4. What do you think this group was trying to accomplish today?

5. To what extent were the things you personally hoped to get out of the meeting different from
what the group was trying to accomplish?

Completely

Somewhat

Fairly

opposed

opposed

opposed

idOTtlcal

6. How fully do you think the members were in accord with what the group -was trying to ac
complish today?

Small minority

Large

Good

in accord

minority

Majority

Compietejy
in accord

7. How satisfied are you with the decisions reached by this group in this session?

Very

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

Very

satisfied

dissatisfied
OBSERVER'S REPORT

Observer

Group

Time of Session

to

Topic

3. Number of observations made

a. Requested by chairman
b. Requested by group member
c. Initiated by observer

2. Type of observation data reported by you.
Type
Number of times
mentioned by observer

.

,

A. Parliamentary matters

B. Goal processes
C. Participation
D. Communication

E. Group Unity
F. Group atmosphere

G. Group progress toward goal
H. Conflict situations

I. Personnel relationships
J. Leader functions
K. Member roles and functions

3. Evidence of group's use of the observer's reports.
4. General structure of the group.
A. Divided segments in conflict
B. Group unity and cohesion

C. Dominating sub-group
D. Dominating member

Reaction to
observation

(plus, minus, or 0 )
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EL Distintegralion and confusion
F. Passivity and disinterest
G. Indecision and stalemate

H. Static relationships of members
I. Variable relationship of members

—

5. Personnel

A. Personal antagonism apparent

B. Non-participating members
C. Faculty intervention

D. Social groupings (male-female, race, creed, etc.)
E. Evidence of fatigue
F. Amount of information

6. General summary of procedures:

^

^

Report of tke Legislative Committee ...
The Legislative Committee consisted of five
students who were assigned at the beginning of

ent parts of the country on questions of
national unportance.

the Congress the purpose of analyzing how best
to improve the machinery of the Congress. Af-

With these goals in mind, the Legislative
Committee reached agreement on a number of

ter its opening instructions, the Goramittee was
left entirely to its own direction. The Commit-

specific recommendations for improvement in
the machinery of the Congress,

lee set up the following agenda, which was carried out during the course of the Congress:

i. Recommendations Concerning .Arbangements:

Thursday evening: Held the opening discussion

.A. It is unanimously recommended by this

to decide on the objectives of the Congress.
Visited the party caucuses.

committee that future Delta Sigma Rho
Congresses utilize the facilities of state

Visited the post-caucus sessions.
Friday morning: .Met to report on the infonna-

lion gathered Thursday.

legislative chambers where available. We
feel thai such chambers lend dignity

and inspiration to student delegates and

Attended the Assembly for the election of

are, from the student's point of view.

Speaker and Clerk.

conducive to a higher level of accomplish-

Met to decide who was to attend the dif-

ment, greater feeling of responsibility,

ferent committee meetings.

and a more realistic environment for

Visited the main committee meetings.

Friday afternoon: Visited the afternoon sessions of the committees.

Friday evening: Distributed questionnaires at
the banquet.
Vislted tlie joint conference committee

meetings.
Saturday morning: Attended the General Assembiy.
Mel to reach conclusions and to prepare

the report.
During the course of the Congress, the Commitfee interviewed Professors Thorrel B. Fest,

legislative sessions.

B. It is recommended that a roster of experts who are available for testimony

from the surrounding area be compiled
for the use of the Congress in committee session.

C. It is recommended that an increase of
one day be made in the time that Congress is in session if such a measure is
practical and financially possible, and

that this increase in time be apportioned
to main committee meetings and joint
conference meetings.

Warren A. Guthrle. J. Garber Drushal, John W.
Keltner. and a number of the students.

D. It is reconunended that in order to increase the attendance of active chapters

The Committee, composed entirely of students, found it necessary to adjust to the ab-

at the Congress, a system be adopted for
sharing the cost in attending the Con-

sence of faculty direction. However, once ad-

gress.

justed to working on its own, the group found
itself operating easily. Much of this adjustment
took place Thursday evening when the group
found it necessary to satisfy itself as to what

E. It is also recommended for future Congresses that the importance of a knowledge of Parliamentary procedure be
brought forcefully to the attention of all

the objectives of the Congress were before attempting lo analyze its operation. These oh-

delegates in pre-Congress literature. A
representative poll taken by this com-

jectives. the group concluded, were:

mittee during the Congress has indicated

1. To provide for study and participation by
the delegates in discussion techniques.

that over one-half of the participating
delegates have had insufficient prepara-

2. To provide for study and participation by

tion on this matter. By having all dele-

tfae delegates in legislative procedures.
3. To provide opportunities for effective publie speaking.
4. To provide an opportunity for an exchange
of ideas among the delegates from differ-

gates well acquainted with the Parliamentary rules of procedure, time spent
on the acquisition of such information at
this Congress could be more profitably
(Continued on bottom of Page 77)
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A Distindulsliecl Alumnus
with membership in both Delta Sigma Rho and
Phi Beta Kappa. After three years as Rhodes
Scholar in Oriel College, Oxford University, he
covered the League of Nations meeting in Ge
neva. the Ramsey McDonald tour of the United
States, and the London Naval Conference. For
seven years he was head of the Christian Sci

ence Monitor in Washington, and then returned

to Boston to be news editor, managing editor,
and, since 1945 editor-in-chief of that paper.
He covererl such conferences as the London

Disarmament Conference, and the London Eco

nomic Conference, and was a guest of the Phil
ippine Government al the inauguration of the
Philippine Commonwealth. He was a member
of the group of editors taken on a Far Eastern
tour by the U. S. Army in 1947. In 1948 he
was a delegate to the United Nations Confer

A

ence on Freedom of Information.

In addition

to his editorial writing and much speaking, his

Ekwin D. Canham

news comments are broadcast weekly on a na
A brief glimpse at the accomplishments of

tional network.

Delta Sigma Rho applies in the field of inter

He has received the L.H.D. degree from Bos
ton University and the Litt.D. degree from
Bates. He is a Chevalier of the French Legion

national journalism. The selection of Mr. Can-

of Honor, selected as the citizen of Boston who

ham by President Truman as an alternate delegale of the United States to the United Nations
Assembly now meeting is only one incident in

did the most in 1947 for good will and under
standing, and served as president of the Ameri

Erwin D. Canhani, editor-in-chief of the Chris
tian Science Monitor shows how the motto of

can Society of Editors in 1949. Delta Sigma
Rho may well be proud to number such men

the international field.

He was graduated from Bates College in 1925
used in the discussion of the contents of
the hills.
2. Recommendations Concerninc the Party
Caucuses:

A. It is recommended that immediately af
ter the nominees for Speaker of the As
sembly have been selected by the cau

among its members.
quirements which should be taken into con
sideration in the formulation of the advance
bills.

4. Recommenoxtion Co.ncerninc the Work of
THE Legislative Committee and the Eval
uations Committee:

cuses, each nominee shall take over the

It is recommended by the Legislative Com
mittee that in future Congresses the work

position and duties of the chairman pro

of the Legislative and Evaluations Commit

tees be combined into a single committee,

tern.

B. It is recommended that after selecting
their nominees at the preliminary cau

study of the two committees. It is felt,

cuses. the delegates of the various party

however, that the distinctive features of the

caucuses shall consider the advisability
of determining their party's position on
each of the questions to be considered
in the committee meetings.
C. It is recommended that for greater lucid

Legislative Committee in this Congress, of
working together throughout the Congress
as a separate part of it. and consisting en
tirely of students, have definitely been of
value, and should be preserved in whatever

ity and in order to be consistent with
Article VI. Section 3b of the Student

in view of the similarity of the fields of

form these analysis committees are contin

following: "Candidates nominated from

ued in futures Congresses.
It is felt by the members of the Legis
lative Committee that the Congress on the
whole has been extremely well-planned and

the floor shall be from schools not nom

executed, and that it has presented a valu

inating candidates for the Speaker or
Clerk of the Assembly".

The Committee feels that it has also bene

Congress Rules, Article VI, Section 4a
shall be amended by the addition of the

3. Recomme.ndations

Concerning

Advance

Bills:

able opportunity to all the participants.
fited greatly from it.s specialized assignment
in this Congress, and sincerely hopes that

it is recommended that more adequate ad

its recommendation will contribute to the

vance information be distributed to the at

improvement of future Congresses.

tending delegates concerning the technical
aspects of the drafting of bills.

This in

Respectfully submitted,
The Legislative Committee:

formation shall include the following: the
proper form such bills are to follow, sample

John L. Johnson, Oklahoma, Chairman

pieces of legislation with an accompanying
analysis of the purposes of each section,

Jerry Baldwin. .Albion

Ed Kendig, Colorado

and an additional list of the essential re

Jack K. Wirth. Michigan

Beberly Ann Marshall, Rockford
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Tke College Oration and tke Classic Tradition...
Charles "W. Lomas (L)

Assistant Professor of Speech, University of California at Los Angeles
Recently I had occasion, after a lapse of sev
eral years, to judge the oratorical contest in a
college forensic tournament. The experience
brought home to me forcibly the futility and ineptness of college oratory as currently practiced
in the tournament situation. I hope it is not a

sign of premature senility to observe that I do
not believe college oratory is as good as it was
twenty-five years ago, and that it has fallen com
pletely from the heights it attained when it was
the training ground for William Jennings Bryan

lecturer—or the college orator.

All of these

speakers need more detailed study of the ele
ments of persuasion, critical analysis and brief
ing of arguments, and experience with details of
oral style.

Nor is tournament debating adequate prepar

ation for participation in oratory. The debater
is absorbed in the logical relationship of ideas,
and the often sterile concept of argument from

authority. Furthermore he is constantly speak

success to participation in oratorical contests in

ing in an emotional vacuum, without an audi
ence; and the practice in many tournaments of
compelling a debater to take both sides unfits
him for the passionate defense of an idea which
oratory demands. Whatever the merits of debate
as a proving ground for logical thinking and
flexibility in controversy (and I do not dispute

college tournaments. There are no doubt ex
ceptions—institutions in which real training in
the skills of oratory is given—but they are cer

them), it is certainly not preparation for oratory.
Students in advanced courses in persuasion,

speech composition, and the history of public

tainly in the minority.
The writer of the treatise we know as Long-

address are better prepared to write an oration,
unless these courses arc merely Speech 1 in dis

and Robert M. La Follette, Sr. I do not believe

that college oratory, as now conducted in most
institutions, serves any useful fimction in our

speech training program, or that any distinguish
ed speakers of the future will attribute their

inus. On the Sublime, protesting against the de
generacy of the oratory of the schols of the first
century A. D., found excellence in oratory in
five principles: (1) grandeur of thought—the
power of forming great conceptions, based on
nobility of character and on study of great mod
els; ((2) the power of experiencing genuine

feeling; (3) the development of imagery

guise with a new upper division number. Yet it
seems to me that if oratory is to resume a wor

thy place in our speech programs, certain spe
cific training is needed to prepare the student
for this distinct form of public address. Its
counterparts lie in the sermon, the inspirational
address, state papers on historic occasions
which have set forth great concepts of govern

throu^ figurative language, appropriate to the

ment or social principles—any speech delivered

idea and the emotion; (4) noble diction, words

on an occasion when emotions were stirred and

appropriate to the breadth of conception and
feeling; (5) effective sentence movement.l
In contrast to this elevated conception, college
orations as I have heard them have consistently

had one or more of these faults: they have been

mere arguments, more suitable to debate or ex
tempore speaking than to oratory; they have
been indirect in both composition and delivery,

ignoring even the imaginary audience character
istic of the tournament for one still more remote

from reality; they have been dominated by de
vices of arrangement and tricks of organization;
ihey have been stylistically inept and inappro

priate, turgid and trite, Asiatic rather than At
tic; their subject matter has been shallow and
ill-reasoned. It would be too much to expect

the college orator to meet the standard of the
perfect orator, but the impossibility of attaining
a standard need not deter us from trying.
It seems to me that our present method of

speech training is in no way designed to equip
our students for oratory. The average first
course in public speaking is designed, quite
properly I think, to make the individual a more
effective citizen in his ordinary contacts with
groups of his fellows. He ought to be a more
useful member of his club or church, to be able

to ask a question in a public forum, to give a
hook review or a committee report, or to dis
cuss from the floor the business affairs of or

ganizations to which he belongs. But none
should expect the first course to be adequate
preparation for the preacher, the lawyer, the

when fundamental principles of human relation
ships were at stake.
Directors of forensics should abandon the idea

that oratory is a mass activity. The student
who aspires to this skill should first have read
widely from the best models of British and
American oratory and from the classics. He
should, so far as possible, avoid choosing as his
models orations by other students. Quintilian
tells us that the mere imitator always lags be-

limd his inodeP; the student who makes the
orations of other students his models soon be
comes a mere imitation of an imitation. The de

cline of college oratory must certainly be asscribed, in part at least, to the failure of our
students to go back to real speeches as models,
even to the fragments which used to appear in
the elocution books.

If we return to the classical principles of ora
tory which have been the inspiration of great
speakers throughout the Christian era, we can
abstract four basic concepts which the college
orator should follow:

(1) The subject matter of oratory should be
questions not merely of temporary expedien
cy, but those involving significant moral and
spiritual choices of lasting importance.
(2) Real oratory should move the feelings
(1) Longinus, On tUc Snhllme, Tr. by tV.

Rhys Roberts, University Press, Cam
bridge, 1935.
(2) Quintilian, Imititntio Orntorta, Tr. by

H. E. Butler, Book X, 2. G. P. Putnam
Sons, New York, 1921-22.
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without insulting the intelligence; oratory
should be attempted only by those who are
capable of deep and honest feeling on the sub

lege community as students or faculty. Why
then should the "orator" deliver an imaginary

jects they select.

jury, or a letter to mother How can he expect
to iiifiuruce his audience by treating them as

(3) The only excuse for any kind of public
speaking is the presence of an audience, and
college oratory is no exception.
(4) The style of oratory should be polished,

speech to Congress, an imaginary address to a
eavesdroppers? The college oration, no matter

what its subject matter, must develop within
the framework of the attitudes, feelings, and

but should never lose contact with the audi

prejudices of the college audience to which it is

ence.

addressed.

The hearer should never be aware of

devices of style and arrangement, the sole
purpose of which is to clarify thought and in
tensify feeling, not to excite admiration.

The student orator should read widely not
merely in the immediate subject matter of his

To ask the orator to use the same construc

tions and diction one would expect of the de
bater or the extempore speaker is to render the

grows. If his subject is freedom of speech, it is

whole experience of writing and memorizing a
speech completely futile. But this does not jus
tify the bombastic effects often created by col
lege orators interested only in personal display.
Every oration should be written, dissected, and

not enough that he know the familiar Voltaire

rewritten with only one criterion in mind: Does

cliche; he should know the history of the long
struggle for freedom: he should read Milton's

this wording say, with greater clarity and
cogency than any other, exactly what I want it

speech, but in the historical background and
philosophical concepts out of which his theme

Areopagitica, Mill's Essay on Liberty, and Ers-

to say?

kine's Dejense oj Tom Paine, rather than rely

about the idea I advance rather than to consid

ing exclusively on In Fact and The New Repub
lic. Without historical perspective, he is not
equipped to meet Longinus' test of "grandeur of
thought," nor to make the moral judgments his

er the wording itself This concept of style,
which Spencer labeled the principle of econ
omy,^ leaves ample opportunity for vivid de

theme demands. Even Frederick Douglass, who
spoke from the depths of his own bitter experi
ence with slavery, found himself unable to do
justice to his theme without reference to the

historic framework of man's eternal struggle for
liberty And it was the Columbian Orator, with
speeches by the great eighteenth century British
parliamentarians, that gave him his inspiration.-'^
Yet the orator cannot be coldly intellectual.
He cannot permit himself to dwell on the his
torical aspects of his theme alone. No man can

Does it compel my audience to think

scriptive words, for figures of speech, and for
arrangements of words, phrases and sentences
especially adapted to convey the mood of the
orator. But it offers no room to the writer who
is in love with the sound of words and the flow

ing rhythm of phrases for their own sake. The
communicative purpose must remain paramount.

But above all, college students should be made
to realize that there is no easy road to excel
lence in oratory. The young orator can find no
better advice than that given by Quintilian to
his students:

be an orator who is not himself capable of deep

Let no man hope that he can acquire elo

feeling, and who cannot make others feel with

quence merely by the labor of others. He

him. As Cicero's Antonius put it:
It is not easy to cause the judge to be an

must burn the midnight oil, persevere to the
end and grow pale with study; he must form
his own powers, his own experience, his own
methods; he must not require to hunt for

gry with him with whom you desire him to

he angry, if you yourself appear to take the
matter cooly; ... nor will he be moved to

weapons, but must have them ready for im

pity, unless you ^ve him plain indications

mediate use. as though they were born with

of your own feelings. .. ; for as no fuel

him and not derived from the instruction of

is so combustible as to kindle without the

others. The road may be pointed out, but

application of fire, so no disposition of mind
is so 8us{;eptible of the impressions of the
orator as to be animated by strong feeling,
upless he himself approach it full of in
flammation and ardour.4

quence; it is for us to know how to use
them.''

t3) Frederick Douglass. My Rondttise and

Neither Longinus' concept of grandeur of
thought, nor Cicero's view of the importance of
feeling is compatible with the attitude of the

college sophomore who says: "I gotta write an
oration for a tournament next weekend. Any
body got an idea?"

No principle is more important in classic
rhetoric than the central role of the audience in

determining the structure of the speech. Aris
totle devoted more than a third of his treatise

to audience analysis^, and other classical writ

ers also give the audience a prominent position.
The college forensic tournament, with its al
most total lack of audiences, has been self-de

feating in this important rhetorical

our speed must be our own. Art has done

enough in publishing the resources of elo

concept.

Nevertheless the college student who would be
an orator cannot ignore even the limited audi

ence to whom he is speaking. Those actually
present are almost always connected with a col

My Freedom, Miller. Orton and Mulli-

sran, New York. 1855.

(4) t'icero, De Oratore, Tr, by J, S. Watson.
Book II. 45. Bohn Clas.sical Library.
(5) Ari.stotle, Itlietorle, Tr. by Lane Cooper.
D. Appleton and Co., New York, 19.32.

(6) Herbert

Spencer, The

PhilOMophy

of

Style. I'. Appleton and Co.. New York.
1924.

(7) Quintilian, oi>. clt.. Book \TI, 10.

Do you know of anyone who walked off
with the wrong top-coat at the 1949 Del

ta Sigma Rho Congress? The switch
took place at the Business Meeting on
Friday night, April 1, in Parlor A of the
Congress

Hotel.

Please

contact

Dr.

Franklyo S. Haiman, School of Speech,
Northwestern University. He has the
Carson, Pirie, Scott coat that was left
behind.
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Tke Principles o{ Poor Speaking .. .*
Harold F. Harding (H)

Sponsor, Ohio State Chapter
Contrary to popular opinion, it is fairly easy

to write or to speak well. But writing poorly
and speaking poorly are really difficult. To give
these arts their proper due requires hard study.

Many accomplished practitioners of poor speak
ing are not aware of their methods. It is time
that poor speaking be given the systematic treat
ment it deserves.

The .serious student of poor speaking can well
afford to consider these first principles:
1. Make no preparation in advance.

ble, holding your head in an attitude of rever
ence.

General Rule.s of Courtesy

Be late in arriving for the session and make
enough commotion to attract notice when you
enter. Be sure to shake hands with friends on

the aisle while your predecessor is talking.

If a public-address system is available, avoid
it. If one is not available, complain that you

cannot speak decently without one; then pro
ceed in a slow monotone. If you speak before

2. Give the speech no order; let it ramble.

a microphone and to a radio audience, let the

3. Avoid a conclusion.

audience before you go hang. Your outside aud
ience* is greater and, naturally, far more import

4. Mumble your words and don't look direct
ly at the audience.

ant.

5. Never analyze an audience and never eval
uate your performance.

As for tempo, or speaking rate, try to culti
vate extremes of either 75 or 200 words a min

Plans and Strategy

ute. Avoid 125 words per minute—it's a dull

Preparation is irksome and time-consuming.
Therefore, don't prepare until the night before
you are to deliver the speech. Belter still, give
your speech impromptu and do your preparing
on the spur of the moment. A sensible plan is
to give again a ten-year-old lecture without re

rate, and, if you should enunciate distinctly,
you gamble on having your hearers understand

vision.

rather than to the audience. If you use slides

Never make a study of the kind of people in
your audience, and don't adapt your speech to
their intelligence or their interests. When you
begin, don't bother to define any new technical

or film strips, mdke certain that the projector
does not function. This will allow you to make

individual words.

If you have a specific purpose, conceal it.
When you use charts or diagrams, make them
small and the lettering faint. Talk to the chart

.•small sketches on tlie blackboard with your back

to the audience while you talk in a low, con

terms. Throw out three of four new words at

fidential voice.

the start and give them unusual or unheard-of

Writers of textbooks on speaking always harp
on "conversational quality." It's a flat failure
in poor speaking. To succeed, either talk to
yourself or make an oration. Conversing direct
ly with the audience is just another one of those

pronunciations. This will distinguish you as an
erudite speaker.

In planning an introduction, don't attempt to
narrow down the subject of your talk. Cover
the whole field, giving the early and the recent
history. Don't omit a detail Ability to disser

impractical modern theories.

tate on the entire background will mark you as

A sure-fire stratagem is to ensure some-how
that your hearers are physically uncomfortable.

a person thoroughly familiar with the tradition

If it is a warm day, see that the windows are

of your subject.

kept closed, for poor ventilation lulls people into
thinking (but not about what you are saying).
Don't forget to arrange for strong lights in the
audience's eyes. This is the same device used

Read your speech, it's far more scholarly;
<lon't try to master its ideas in outline form—
that's the surest way to keep your audience
awake. Whenever you read from manuscript,
don't read it aloud beforehand.

This will en

so successfully in the third degree. Again, have

the folding chairs wedged so closely together

able you to speak with your nose close to the
manuscript. If you do weaken and speak ex

that there is no room between persons.

tempore wilii the use of notes, don't go through
the speech in advance; above all, pay no atten

ward—it's vital to keep the audience scattered.
Insult your listeners. Either explain theories
with which they are already familiar or tell

tion to any set time limit. If you use up your
allotted time in the introduction, you can al
ways invade the time of the rest of the program.
This adroit maneuver will serve to delay the

Don't

ask those in the rear of the room to come, for

them they wouldn't understand if you did ex

plain. After all, they can always read your
book if they want real enlightenment.
Do not exert your lung power. If you wish

proceedings, and it will certainly cause people
to remember you as the speaker who was full

to succeed, speak so that the man in the back

and flowing over.

row wishes he were in the front row, the man
in the front row wishes he were on the platform,

Modesty is old-fashioned, so use "I" frequent
ly. The word "my" at the beginning of succes
sive sentences always attracts attention.
Personal appearance has little relation to what
an audience will think of you. Be sloppy in
your dress, or be flashy, as you pr<-fer. Stand
directly behind the speaker's stand. Have the
light adjusted so that it restricts the audience's

view of you while speaking; then begin to mum

and the man in the middle of the room wishes

he were back home. This is known as complete
coverage.

If you know you have only five minutes left,
triple your rale and get in every word. Don't
• Reprinted by permission from Tlie Scien

tific Moiitlily, Vol. IJO'I, No. 1. January,
1948.
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lose a single sentence.
When the speech is over, forget it. Don't re
call audience reaction during the speech. It is
nobody's concern, except possibly your own,
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casm, disregard of the main point, argument
ad hominem, and some ill-natured questions of
your own in return.

The best-known speakers have become per

whether you made yourself clear or whether you

sonalities.

Audiences seldom remember what

persuaded anyone.

they said.

The moral for speakers on scientific

subjects is: Let your audience remember you,

The Speech

Use long anil involved sentences throughout.
Join clauses with and, but and however fre

quently. If your sentences run about fourteen
words in length, you risk becoming downright
perspicuous. Shape them into rounded periods
like those of Edmund Burke and William Pitt.

A sentence is scarcely worth uttering if it is less
than 150 words long.

Stretch out the speech. Repeat your points.
Present the same idea in any number of differ
ent ways.

Then backtrack and start all over.

Never organize your speech—it's too confining.
Avoid humor like the plague. If you tell stor
ies or anecdotes or capitalize on amusing inci
dents of the meeting, you will be marked as an

unlearned and unscientific person. Try to stupe
fy. Look dull and act the part. (It may take
less effort than you think.)
Whenever possible use anticlimaotic order.

For making a reputation, there is nothing like
letting down your listeners. Aristotle says that
a speech should have a beginning, a middle, and
ail end. He was right about the first two parts,
but the best poor speeches really have no end.
Those who unload them just go on and on. The

past masters cultivate the false, or pseudo, con
clusion. You, too, can temporarily arouse your
audience with such phrases as "In conclusion,"

"To summarize," "To conclude briefly," "Let
me now restate," "I want again to recapitu
late."

Don't leave any time for questions or discus
sion at the end of the talk. But if you are
caught unawares, give one or two curt, flippant
replies and sit down. Sharp controversy, don't
forget, becomes a speaker, and if anyone should
disagree with you the weapons to use are sar-/-

the speaker, and not your speech.

The rules for poor speaking are simple. The
inherent good character of the speaker or hU
education and experience have little connection

with them. The classical concept of the good
orator being the good man skilled in speaking
needs to be re-examined.

A 1948 version is

better: The poor speaker is the inadequate man
with nothing to say who nevertheless can pain

fully consume 30-^ minutes of an audience's
time without profit and without the slightest
qualm of conscience.

Don't begin now or later to look at any books
on speech organization or delivery. You will
regret it if you seek advice on how to improve
your speaking. If anyone suggests that you
have a recording made of your voice, shun the
idea. You will be disillusioned and may even
become so upset as to want to do something

about improving your voice—always a danger
ous symptom of incipient good speaking.
Final Succestions for Poor Speaking
Do not read:

■A.nderson, v. a. Training the Speaking Voice.

New York: Oxford, 1942.
Bryant, D., and Wallace, K. R. Fundamentals

of Public Speaking.

Century, 1947.
Flesch, R.

New York: Appleton-

The Art of Plain Talk. New York:

Harper, 1946.

-Monroe,

H. Principles and Types of Speech.

(Brief ed.) Chicago: Scott, Foresman, 1945.

OvERSTREET, H. A. Influencing Human Behavior.
New York: Norton, 1925.

Sarett, L., and Foster, W. T. Basic Principles
of Speech. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1946.
WiNANs, J. A. Public Speaking.
Century, 1915.

New York:

—/

Witk tke Ckapters . . .
ALLEGHENY

"Twenty-five debaters and an even greater
number of student speakers bave participated
in the planning and carrying out of forensic ac
tivities at Allegheny this semester.

"Attending the Pennsylvania Debaters Con

vention at the Pennsylvania State College on
March 17-19 were debaters Jeff Hopper, Barbara

Bounds, Raymond McCall and Robert Blomquist. Miss Bounds was elected "Gavel Girl" of

on Education and as floor leader for the final

adoption by the assembly of his committee's
bill proposing federal aid to education. At the

closing session the delegates elected Hopper

president of the 1950 convention.

"Debate Director Glenn W. Timmons and his

assistant, Mildred Ann Ditty, accompanied the
delegation and served as committee parliamen
tarians.

"Representatives of twenty-two colleges and

universities participated in the Second .Annual

the convention following her after-dinner speech
on the subject. "Woman's Emancipation: Is it
a Good Thing':"' The "Gavel Girl," "the young
woman who makes the outstanding contribution
to the convention, through a combination of in
telligence, subject matter, background, and per

Pennsylvania Intercollegiate Forensic Tourna
ment sponsored by the Debating Association of
Pennsylvania Colleges at Allegheny College on

al Coal Gavel and a silver charm gavel by the

Grove City in the semi-finals. .Allegheny's af
firmative and negative teams were defeated by

sonal charm," was presented with the tradition

convention president, Richard K. Hill of Penn
State.

"Hopper served as chairman of Committee I

March 11-12.

In the finals broadcast over sta

tion WMGW the University of Pittsburgh won

the Talon debate trophy for the year by defeat
ing the Mt. Mercy teams, which had eliminated

the Pitt debaters in the semi-final round. Jean

Isherwood, Patricia O'Connell, Robert Blom-
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quist and Jeff Hopper were members of the Al
legheny semi-finalist team.
"Winners of the oratory contests were Wil

liam Sample of Westminister College in the
men's division and Marian Braun of Duquesne

University in the women's division. They will
represent the stale of Pennsylvania at the Inter
state Oratorical contest at Northwestern Univer

sity on April 25-26. Placing in oratory for Al
legheny were Jean Isherwood, third in the wo

ARIZONA

"Last fail four students were chosen by com

petition from a squad of twenty-four to compete
in the Western Forensic Tournament at Seattle,
November 22-24. The four were Oliver J. N.

Nibel, Jr., Henry A. Kiker, Jr., James C.
Holmes, and Vemon Myers. They competed in
ilebale, oratory, and extemporaneous speaking.
"On March 1 and March 31, two debates were
held in Tucson with The Abilene Christian Col

men's division, and Robert McCune, second in

lege and Occidental College respectively, the

the men's division.

University of Arizona winning all four debates.

"John Kercnsky of Westminster won the
men's division of extemporaneous speaking,

while Rene Mcnegaz of Mt. Mercy placed first
in the women's division.

tournaments in Texas. The two last named won

"Chairman of the tournament was Professor

Hubert Y. Cordier of Allegheny College, with
Professor Margaret C. Byrne of Mt. Mercy and
Profes-sor Melvin C. Moorhouse of Westminister
as members of the committee.

"Allegheny's affirmative team of Jean Isher
wood ami Pat O'Connell won all five of their

debates at the Washington and Jefferson Elim
ination tournment on March 26, but were elim

inated on points from participating in the final
round.

"Besides debate activities, the Philo-Franklin

Speech Union has sponsored two all-college as
sembly programs, one on parliamentary pro
cedure and one as a mock election campaign.

It has also sponsored a series of faculty-student
forums on campus and world problems. Un
der its sponsorship the annual men's and wo

men's extemporaneous speaking contests and the
Wakefield Oration contest were held, and the

freshman speaking contest is planned for May
11.

"The Allegheny chapter of Delta Sigma Rho
elected two new members, Jean Isherwood and

Don Wargo. Miss Isherwood, a junior, has been
a varsity debater tliis year and an active mem
ber of Philo-Franklin Union. As a freshman she
was a member of the team which won the fresh

man debate tournament. She is also president

of her sorority—Alpha Gamma Delta, a member
of Kappa Delta Epsilon, a Junior Adviser, and
Town Representative of the Associated Women
Students.

"Don Wargo, a senior pre-med student, has
debated since his participation in the freshman
tournament and is acting president of PhiloFranklin Union.

"On April 4-9 inclusive. Forrest N. Barr, John
Claborne, Carolyn D. Lewis, and Kay Rosequist
from the University of Arizona competed in two
first place in debating in the women's division.
Miss Lewis won first place in women's oratory,

and Mr. Claborne placed third in men's oratory.
"The debate team consisting of Kiker and
Myers won first place (the only team with no de
feats) in the West Point regional debate tourn
ament held at the University of Redlands
March 24-26; and, with their coach, go to the
national finals of the West Point tournament

held at the West Point Military Academy April
21-24.

"The Forensic Tournament and Speech Fest
ival for the five institutions of higher learning
in the State of Arizona will meet at Flagstaff,
.\pril 29 and 30. Six students and George
Sparks, instructor in speech, will make the 750mile round trip..
"Dr. W. Arthur Cable is director of forensics

and has been coaching the varsity debate teams
during the second semester; Lionel R. Scott
has been conducting weekly training in extemp
oraneous speaking the entire year; and Mr.

.Sparks has been helping in debate, oratory, and
after-dinner

Life Committee."

and

Mr.

has consisted of the faculty members who give
forensic training, and of the following students:
.Student Forensic Manager—Henry A. Kiker,
Jr.; Administrative Advisor—Oliver J. Nibel,
Jr.; Manager of Debate—Ira S. Cohen; Man
ager of Oratory—Carolyn D. Lewis; Manager

of Extemporaneous and Impromptu speaking—
Forrest N. Barr; Manager of Discussion and

Radio Speaking—John Claborne."

He is also a member of Phi

Beta Phi and of the student-faculty Student

speaking. Dr. Cable

Scott have been directing weekly radio discus
sion broadcasts the present semester.
"The forensic board for the academic year

/.
BATES

'The first semester of the year was the busi

/

est semester in debate in the history of Bates
College with more debates and more partici

AMERICAN

"During March and April members of tlie

ern Reserve, George Washington, and New
York University on the campus. In addition,

pants than in any previous semester. The sec
ond semester did not have so many debates, but
produced a very successful season.
"Bates was awarded the trophy for the win
ning team in the National Recorded Debate
Tourney conducted by Texas Christian Univer

they participated in three tournaments: Temple

sity, in which the sixteen leading colleges in de

American squad debated Howard, Navy, Vir

ginia, Randolph-Macon, Stetson, Georgetown,
LaSalle, Rutgers, Seton Hall, Gettysburg, West

University (March 25-26); Georgetown Uni

bate of 1948 were invited to participate. Bates

versity (April 8-10); Grand National at Fredericksburg, Virginia (April 14-16). The affirm

was the only college which remained undefeat
ed, winning all six of its debates.

at

"The first string debaters of the college lost

Georgetown; and one of the American debaters,
Jule Sugarman, won honors in Discussion at

only one debate during the year, and that at

ative team won five of

its

seven

the Grand National Tournament."

debates

home in the Maine State Tourney, which was
won by Bates.
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"Bates was represented at the Delta Sigma
Rho Congress at Chicago by Charles Radcliffe
and Max Bell, wlio more than upheld the repu
tation of Maine for conservatism!

"Bates held its 95th international debate on

March 22nd in a debate with Cambridge Univer

sity at Lewiston. This was a return visit since
Bates was at Cambridge in 1946.
"The forensic program this season included
a record debate tourney., various regular de

bate tourneys, two Congresses, three Intercol
legiate Forums, debate clinics for high schools,
exhibitions before granges, teacher's clubs and
.schools, and radio debates and discussions."
■
-/

"As the season draws to a close, Boston Uni

versity has recorded the busiest year in its his
tory. The year has been highlighted by ex
pansion of the existing program, the addition of
several new and important events, and the train

ing of a number of talented new debaters. Over
one hundred and sixty debates took place by

mid-.April, and the total will approach the two
hundred mark by the end of the season.

*"The first major event of the season was the
Invitational

Tournament,

Boston.

"One of the most interesting debates of the
season was the meeting with the Cambridge

team on the topic; "Resolved: That Marshall
.\id Should Cease." Using the split-team meth
ods, George Pattison, Cambridge, and John Mee
han, Boston, spoke for the Affirmative while
Denzil Freeth, Cambridge, and Bruce Lane,
Boston, spoke for the Negative. Dr. Daniel L.
Marsh, President of Boston University, opened
the debate and welcomed the Cambridge team.

"On April 30lh twenty secondary schools

from all parts of New England will send teams
to the Boston University Invitational Inter-Schol-

asllc Debate Tournament and Conlerence. Plans

BOSTON

Third Annual

Leon Wroblewski upheld the Affirmative for

in

which Christopher Barreca and John Meehan
represented the University. A few weeks later
that same team joined by Walter Eraser and
David Lyons represented the University in a
tournament held at M.I.T.

"Barreca and Meehan again represented the
University in a tournament for teams from New
England and New York held at Wesleyan Uni
versity, where they amassed the highest total of
team points in the first four rounds.
"Lambert Rale.s, Martin Pullano, Charles
.^damson, and Glendon Ditmar were chosen to

for this event have been greeted with enthusi
asm by secondary school debate coaches, and it
is hoped that the program will be an important
step in further stimulating the increasing inter
est in debate on this level.

"This year was particularly profitable in that
more students than ever before participated in
debates."

■

/

BROWN

"With quality of performance rather than

quantity of debates as a goal, the Brown Debat

ing Union is nearing the conclusion of the third
season of intercollegiate debate since its post

war revival.

Mo.st encouraging has been the

steady increase in the size of audiences attend

ing our home debates, which have all been well
supported.

.Another indication of the Union's

vitality has been the quality of debate shown by

the freshman members this season.

Topics for

debate have included Federal Aid to Education,

Outlawing the Communist Party, and the Re
peal of the Taft-Harlley Act.
"The Brown debating team has participated

lege tournament.

in hoine-and-home debates with Har\'ard, Yale,
Cornell, Columbia, Amherst, Wesleyan, and

"The delegatioo that attended the Model Con
gress at Rhode Island State College included:

Princeton. Dartmouth, Connecticut, and M.I.T.

represent the University at the Brooklyn Col

Shirley Slanwood, Mary Tinkham, Barbara ma
son, Richard Davis, Martin Levine, Martin Pul
lano. Vernon Martin, and Paul Huff.
"The final tournament of the season was the

Georgetown Invitational Tournament,

where

■Vlalcolm Arth, Walter Eraser, Leon Wroblewski,
and John Meehan represented the University.
Both teams made an excellent record. The af
firmative team of Wroblewski and Meehan won

Boston College and in single meetings with

Following the traditional debate with Harvard
at the close of the season, the annual dinner

meeting will be held, at which officers for next
year will be chosen and the elections to Delta
Sigma Rho announced by the Chapter Sponsor.
"On April 29lh and 30lh, Brown will be host
to the second meeting of the Ivy League Debat
ing Conference. The conference will meet to
award the Ivy League Trophy to this year's win

six of their seven debates, scoring the only vic

ner and to prepare the schedule of Conference

win the tournament.

ard, Pennsylvania, and Brown will be represent
ed in this group, which is seeking to stimulate

tory over the Florida team, which went on to
"University teams took part in eight tourna

ments this year, traveling as far West as Pur

due and as far South as Georgetown to meet
teams from all parts of the country. The de

bating Society regretfully declined invitations
to twice as many more tournaments because of

debates for 1949-50.

Columbia, Cornell, Harv

interest in debate on the respective, campuses

and to improve the quality of debate."
COLORADO

"Over 100 participating student speakers have

conflicts in scheduling and other limitations.
"In addition to tournaments, there were many

been active in this year's forensic program here
at the University of Colorado.

most distant points this year were the Universi
ty of California from Berkeley and the Cam

fall with a trip over the Rockies to Logan, Utah.

home debates. The two teams coming from the

bridge University team from England.

An ex

hibition debate with California was on the sub

ject; "Resolved: That Belief In a Deity Is Nec

essary For Morality."

Francis Carlson and

"Speaker's Congress representatives began last

At this meeting of the Rocky Mountain Foren
sic League, Beverly Starika received first place

honors in impromptu speaking.
"Cecil Jones and Bernie Shapson, meanwhile,
were preparing for a demonstration debate with
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ihe University of Nebraska. This was presented
for the benefit of the Nebraska Fall Conference

of high school forensic students.
"Shortly thereafter the Boulder campus was
host to the University of Colorado Invitational
Meet.

be held soon for Beverly Starika, Phyllis Silvio,
Roy Wingate, Blanche Epstein, and Jim Friedlander."

/
DEPAUW

With fifteen schools in attendance, two

"For the second year in succession DePauw's

days were present on discussion, debate, oratory,
and extemporaneous speaking.
"Bob Sievers. Art Taylor, Jim Friedlander,
and Courtiand Petersen ne-xt entered the speech

varsity <lebale team has been selected as one of

meet at Kearney, Nebraska, where they won five

the 32 teams from across the nation to partici
pate in the West Point National Intercollegiate
Debate Tournament.

DePauw ranked second

of eight debates.
"One week later Anne Bail, Uick Heath, Dan
Lynch, and Jim Hcrbcr traveled to Colorado

among the twelve teams nominated from its
four-slate district. Howard Downs and Ray
Payne will represent DePauw and will be ac
companied to New York by Mr. Forrest L. Seal,

.'Springs to debute and discuss the national ques

director of forensics.

tion of Civil Rights and Equal Educational Op
portunity. Colorado won seven of eight debates
and tied for first place honors.
"The next trip was the Rocky Mountain Tour

"In March the varsity team travelled to Mad
ison for the University of Wisconsin's Delta Sig

nament, Denver, where debate and discussion
were held on both Federal .\id to Education and
Civil Liberties. Colorado won the Civil Liber-

lies section by winning 11 of 13 debates.
".Moving out of the Rockies, Jim Herber, Dan
Lynch, Jane Oeschle, Courtiand Petersen. and
Blanche Epstein went to the University of Ne
braska meet at Lincoln.

Messrs. Huber and

Lynch, upholding the negative, received a Su
perior team rating in debate: and Courtiand re
ceived a Superior in Discussion.
"Beverly Slarika, Phyllis Silvio, .\nne Bail,

Roy Wingate, and Ed Kendig represented Colo
rado at the Delta Sigma Rho Congress in Chi
cago. While they were absent from the campus,
Dick Heath and Roger Cozens met at Boulder
against the debaters from Cambridge University,
England. The question was resolved "That this
House considers the only hope for world peace

ma Rho

Tournament.

DePauw's

affirmative

speakers, Hugh Hawkins and Reg .Arvidson, and
negative speakers, Howard and Ray Payne,
swept through the tournament undefeated to

bring home top honors and another group of
eight victories. Also in March DePauw emerged
victorious in the Mid-West's oldest triangiilar
debate rivalry, that of Earlham-Wabash-DePauw.

This brought the varsity record for the year to
42 wins as against 8 losses.

"The Mational Delta Sigma Rho Congress in

Chicago proved to be both interesting and in
formative for the DePauw delegation of Carol
Firchau, Hugh Hawkins, Jim Cobb, and Roger
Ragan. Dr. Herold Ross, Speech Department
head and chapter sponsor, was also in attend
ance.

"May 12th will witness DePauw's 19th .\n-

nuai Forensic Banquet, under the sponsorship of
Delta .Sigma Rho. Honored guests will be the
newlv initiated members of Delta Sigma Rho."
/

lie? in the speedy development of an Internation
al Third Force."

ILLINOIS

"Within ten days Rcvocato Medina and Heidelo Kono of the University of Hawaii were here
debating Art Taylor and Bob Sievers. The lat

"Illinois will conclude its forensic activity for
the current year at a banquet honoring the stu
dents who have participated in our program.
Dean Henning Larsen, of the College of Liberal

ter team supported the affirmative stand "That
Extension of Communism in .\sia is a Threat to

Arts and Sciences, will be the speaker of the

American Security." These were busy days as

evening; and Prof. Karl R. Wallace, head of

shortly afterwards Washington State College

the Speech Department, will present the certif

came for debates on the national question.
"We are now preparing for the Colo-Wyo Leg

icates of merit to the students.

islative

undertaken the task of finding out what hap

Assembly in

Cheyenne.

The theme

"'As the readers of Gavel know, Illinois has

"What policy should guide the hehavior of the

pens to our Delta .Sigma Rho Alums. We sent

govj'rnment of the United Slates in its relations

out 185 questionnaires to the known living alum
ni and have thuse far received 72 completed
forms. If you are an lllini alum and have not
sent back your questionnaire, please do so.

with the nations of Western Europe?"
"In the midst of these activities, our radio di

vision has sponsored weekly one-half hour ra
dio panels; student speakers have held public
forums on political and campus issues; radio

"Here are some of the typical answers that
we have received:

debates have been held with four other schools;

"D. F. Fleming, 111. 1916, now Professor of

students and faculty have been busy in aiding
high school speech clinics; and our Delta Sig

Political Science at Vanderbilt University, says
'I am glad to testify that my debate training
and my experience were among the most valu

ma Rho Chapter has sponsored the DSR Extem
poraneous .Speaking and Klinger Oratorical
Contests.

"Colorado has once again been invited to the
West Point Invitational Tournament.

"Members of the chapter during the past year
have been" President Bill Harrison, Anne Bail,
Ed Kenrlig, Don Davis, Bill Brlscoe, Roger Coz
ens (President of Speakers Congress), Bernie
Shapson, Joan Willis. Virginia Kasdorf, and
Steve Polkingliorn.

Initiation ceremonies will

able parts of my education. I have used the

technique of searching for the main issues and
tieveloping them constantly in my teaching, in
all of my books, and in my radio work and other
speaking.'

"William S. Fishman, III. 1936, now Vice

President of the Automatic Merchandising Co.,
slates: 'My intercollegiate debating experience
probably contributed more to my education than
any other portion of the collegiate curriculum.
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including ihe formalized course of study. First,

the training has proved invaluable in developing
my powers of analysis of problems and in broad
ening my understanding of both sides of an is
sue.'

"J. Lloyd LeMaster, 111. 1923, now Professor

of Business Administration, Oregon State Col

lege, says: i reganl my debating experience
as among the most pleasant, stimulating, and
valuable of all my college experience, curricular
and extracurricular.'

"Tiie above are but three answers, but they
are typical of tliose received; and tbey offer
excellent testimony as to the worth of a debate
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John Bre.ssler, Natalie Hennessy, Robert Jeffrey,
Don Guthrie and James Peck.

Gilbert Pearlman, .Sherwin Markman, Henry
Clark, Georgianna Edwards, George Pappadack-

is and Phillip Bigelow.

University of Iowa de

baters who rated ".superior" were: Murray Knif

fen. Edward Diekmann. Evan Hultman, William

Sluitlleworlh and George McBurney. "Excel
lent" ilebaters were: Ardis Kresensky, Ruby

Scott, Dorothy Jean Myers, Louise Bekman,

Sherwin Markman, Reid Digges, Harlan Hock
enherg, Gilbert Pearlman,

program.

"After the Western Conference Debate Tour

nament, Illinois pledged four new members to
Delta .Sigma Rlio: AI Makulec, Paul Grabill,

"Excellent" dis

cussers were: Darrell Feay, George McBurney,
Donald Nau, Melvin Donnelly. Roy Stoddard.
Jolm Becker, Wilbur Friedman, John Kohrs,

Wilbur

Friedman

and Henry Clark. Gilbert Pearlman was judged
"superior" in after-ilinner speaking, and Sher
win Markman "excellent" in cxteiupore speak

Gordon Mock, and Marvin Ulmer.

ing.

"Can you help us to locate: George A. Fruit,
formerly of Decatur; Harry M. Thresher, form

"On March 18-19. Iowa debate teams, com
posed of George McBurney, William Shuttle-

erly of Springfield; Lee C. Savage, formerly of
the University of Iowa; Carolyn Kimball, form

erly of Decatur: Mrs. F. C. Dickey (nee Dor
othy Shuman), formerly of Roodhouse. If you
know tlu- whereabouts of these persons, will you
send their addresses to Arno Hill, Department
of Sppi-ch. University of Illinois, Urhana. Illi

Wisconsin debate and discussion tournament at

Madison. Markman was rated a "superior" de

bater; Thodt ami McBurney were "excellent".

Hockenherg and McBurney were among the
high ranking discussers. McBurney tied for
second place in radio newscasting, and Mark-

nois

■

worth, Sherwin Markman. Gilbert Pearlman,

Harlan Hockenherg and Charles Thodt, won
five out of eight debates at the University of

/

man ranked fourth in original oratory.

IOWA

■'Forensics at the State University of Iowa

reached a post-war high this spring with respect

to the number of students actively participating

and tile varietes of speech activities involved. In

addition to

the

usual

intramural program,

lowans engaged in three intercollegiate tourna
ments and a national student congress.
"On February 25-26, Murray Kniflen. Henry

Clark, Edward Diekmann, and Charles Thodt

represeiiteil Iowa at the annual University of
Nebraska tournament at Lincoln.

Diekmann

rated "superior" in debate and discussion and

"On March 2.5-26, Iowa men's and women's

teams participated in the annual Western Con
ference League Debate Tournament at the Uni
versity of Chicago. The women's team, com

posed of Artlis Kresensky, Georgianna Edwards,
Dorothy Jean Myers and Louise Beckman, tied

for second place in their division by winning

five of eiglit debates.

Evan Hultman was des

ignated as one of the outstanding debaters who
were awarded autographed copies of President

Hutchins' book Education jar Freedom.

The

other Iowa men debaters were Edward Diek

''excellent" in extempore speaking; Thodt was

mann, Henry Clark and Murray Kniffen.

debater.

George McBurney. William Shuttleworlh and

rated a "superior" discusser and an "excellent"

Clark and Kniffen were "excellent"

debaters and discussers.

The negative debate

team, composed of Thodt and Diekmann, rated

''superior", and the affirmative, "excellent."

"On March 4-5, the Lfniversity sponsored its
second po.sl-war. spring Intercollegiate Confer

ence on World Problems. Representatives from

the following schools participated in four rounds
of debate, four periods of discussion, extempore,
after-dinner and public speaking, and a parlia
mentary session: Augustana College (111.), Auguslana College (S.D.), Bradley University, Coe

College, CornelJ College, Denver University,
Drake University, Grinnell College, University
of illiiiois (Navy Pier Branch), Iowa Slate Col

lege, Iowa State Teachers College, Knox Col
lege, Simpson College, Sioux Falls College, and
Temple University.

"The University of Illinois won all eight of

its debates; Iowa won seven out of eight. The
four "superior" debate teams were the Knox
negative, Augustana, 111., affirmative, and the
Iowa affirinalivf and negative. lowaus who rat
ed "'superior" in discussion were: Edward Diek
mann, William Minshall, Murray Kniffen, Reid

Digges, Evan Hultman, Harlan Hockenherg,

"On March 31. April 1-2, Harlan Hockenherg,

Evan Hultman were delegates to the Fourth Biemiial Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho at

the Congress Hotel in Chicago. Hultman was
llie "right-eenter"' party's nominee for Speaker

of the Assembly. McBurney and Hultman were

elected chairmen of two of the eight main com
mittees of the Congress. Shuttleworth was ap

pointed to the Evaluations Committee.

"The Iowa Chapter of Delta Sigma Rho, for

the second year, sponsored a reception in hon

or of the debalers and discussers at the Iowa

Higli School Forensic League finals in Iowa

City on Mareli 31, April 1-2.

"On April 7. George W. McBurney won the
annual oratory contest sponsored by President

Virgil M. Hancher. This prize winning honor
entitles McBurney to represent the University
at the Northern Oratorical League contest at
Western Reserve on May 6.

"On April 20, the following new members

were Initiated into the Iowa Chapter of Delta
Sigma Rho: Evan Hultman, Georgianna Ed

wards, William Shuttleworth, Herman Cohen,

Henry Clark,

Harlan Hockenherg,

Markman, and George McBurney."

Sherwin
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these debaters won seven of ten decisions. Feb

IOWA STATE

"Iowa Slate Debaters are winding up what
was probably their busiest competitive season.

During the winter speakers attended eight maj

ruary saw Knox debating in two fine tourna
ments. Five wins of eight debates were record
ed at DePauw University in Indiana. The sea

or speech conferences from Denver, Colorado,

son's best record was established at The Grand

to Evanston, Illinois; from Austin, Texas, to
Cedar Falls, Iowa, to take part in 102 debates
with teams from other schools. On the purely

ern University. Here the Siwash teams tied for
second place by winning eight of 10 debates.

competitive side, they won 58 out of 78 decision
contests.

Several outstanding performances were turn

ed in. including Norman Cleary's winning of
top rank at the Rocky Mountain Speech Confer
ence, where Iowa State also had the best team

Western Tournament conducted by .Northwest
In March the school competed in large contests
at the Universities of Iowa and Wisconsin. Bud
Nussbaum and Frank Janes were tied for first

place in team competition by receiving superior
ratings and no defeats in four debate rounds at
Iowa City. The Delta Sigma Rho Tournament

total and at which the team of Hermann and

in Madison gave each of these two squads two

Cleary was undefeated. Debaters Windheim
and Tschantz achieved straight superiors at the
University of Nebraska tournament, and Her

burg, Virginia, to participate in the Grand Na

mann and Hansen were undefeated at the Iowa
State Teachers' tournament. Tschantz and Wind

heim took second at the University of Texas

Spring Touhnament, and Charles Robbins won
the oratorical championship of the Missouri

Valley Forensic League. The Missouri Valley
Forensic League annual tournament was held on
the Ames campus this spring, and the local
chapter took an active part in playing host to
representatives from the league
"On April 6 Iowa State met the debaters from

wins and two losses.

"Last month Knox travelled to Fredericks-

tional Forensic Tournament sponsored by Mar>-

Washington College. Herlean and Furrow up
held the affirmative and Nussbaum and Janes

argued the negative. Jeneinne Anderson, al
ternate, and coach W. E. Donnelly accompanied

the teams. Although the official tournament
results are yet to be tabulated and mailed,
Knox is believed to have won five of seven con

tests. fncluded on the trip were short visits to

Washington, D. C., and several historic places
in Virginia and other states enroute.

the University of Hawaii on our campus. At

"In contests where ratings were used, Her

the end of the debate season we made the in

lean and Furrow were awarded the following

teresting discovery that we had used six separ
ate propositions for debate during the winter.
The local chapter, as the result of the winter's

cellent in 13. In 24 such contests, Nussbaum

activities, will have a long list of eligible speak
ers from which to draw prospects for Delta Sig
ma Rho membership.
"The coffee forum, in inaugurating a series of
discussions on lively campus issues, held one of
the hottest sessions of its history on April 15,

ratings out of 23 debates: superior in 9 and ex
and Janes won superior ratings in 13 and ex
cellent in 8.

"The Annual Intramural Debate Tournament

was held in January under the sponsorship of
the local chapter of Delta Sigma Rho. Lee
Furrow, chapter president, served as tournament
director. This event attracted about 20 student

participants. The winning fraternity team was

when 8 group of faculty members and students
considered the topic 'What Can We Expect

presented with a large travelling trophy pro

From Our Instructors?'"

vided by the sponsors.

/

"A large campus audience attended the An

KNOX

nual Collon Prize Debate Contest in April. Win

"Student interest and participation in Knox's
rejuvenated debate program have made steady

debate was Roger Herlean.

ner of the $25.00 cash award for excellence in

Bud Nussbaum

won second place. This prize fund was estab

progress during the current season. Sixteen
debaters have participated in at least one of the
seven large tournaments attended. Most active
among the several freshmen debaters are Robert

lished by General Colton in 1876.

J. Miller, Jeneinne Anderson, Robert Hegel,

planning teaching careers coupled with debate
coaching. Schwilck is compieteing his gradu

Gordon Barker, Bud Nussbaum, and Frank
Janes. These students will become Delta Sig

ma Rho pledges eligible for full membership
at the end of their sophomore year.
"On the basis of this year's debating record,

Knox was considered for possible participation
in the Annual West Point Invitational Debate

Tournament. Although not selected as one of
the six schools chosen for this honor, Knox

ranked eleventh in the final ratings made for
the four states in this region—Ohio, Michigan,
Indiana, and Illinois.

"The best team records of the year were made

"Gene Scbwiick and James R. Bowman, form

er officers of the Knox chapter of Delta Sigma
Rho and members of the class of 1948, are both

ate study toward his master's degree at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin. Bowman is making sim
ilar progress at Minnesota. These two alumni
are also members of Phi Beta Kappa.
"Mr. W. E. Donnelly is chapter sponsor at
Knox."
/
MINNESOTA

On April 4 the University of Minnesota met

the University of Hawaii debate team on the
proposition, 'Resolved: That Hawaii contributes

by Roger Herlean and Lee Furrow and Bud

more to the welfare of the United States than

Nussbaum and Frank Janes. Their major tour

does Minnesota.

nament record is as follows. In November these

Kamisky represented Minnesota in this tion-de-

squads won four of seven debates at the Bradley

cision debate, in which the emphasis was upon

invitational Speech Tournament in Peoria. At

humor.

Illinois State Normal University in January,

Jack Burnstein and James

"At the Northwestern University Invitational

r
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Tournament, Don Sikkink, Jack Moody, Jim
Wackerbarth, and Milton Gamelin represented
Minnesota. Sikkink was the only speaker in

the tournament with a perfect rating at the end
of two rounds, when he became infected with

a strep throat. Mary Sanderson, Priscilla Indahl, Delores Carley, and Lucy Schwartz com
pleted the delegation.
"At the Delta Sigma Rho Debate Tournament
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"Missouri sent two delegates to the Delta Sig
ma Rho Congress, Gordon Parks and Marshall

Lof'b, accompanied by Professor Bower Aly,
chapter sponsor. In addition, the debaters par
ticipated in a forum-debate at the University of
IIlinoiR Navy Pier Division, Chicago, on the sub
ject of Civil Rights.
"The .Athenaean Society, re-incarnated this

held at the University of Wisconsin, Jack Moody

year, has increased from a membership of 12
to nearl 60. This society, an all-campus one,

and Jack Burnstein upheld the affirmative; and

has iieen in charge of most of our debates. It

Jim Wackerbarth and John Wagner, the nega

has also had great support from Delta Sigma
Rho, whos<' debaters have appeared before it

tive.

"Orrin R. .Anderson and James Heid attend-

many times.

eil the Delta .Sigma Rho Congress in Chicago.

"Following the debate with Minnesota, Mis

"Minnesota was host to the Northwest Tourna

souri will conclude its forensic year with a pic
nic and a banquet which will be sponsored joint
ly by the Forensics Department, Delta Sigma
Rho, and Athenaean."

ment on March 3-5, when 68 men's teams and

38 women's teams participated. John Bystrom,

coach of the Minnesota freshman squad, head
ed the meet, in which the emphasis was on the
social side, with coffee and doughnuts being
served throughout the tournament.
"At tlie Pillshury Oratorical Contest, held on

/
NEBRASKA

"During the 1948-49 season, Nebraska par
ticipated in an unusually active program. The
first item was a debate against a British team

April 19, two Delta Sigma Rho members took
top honors. Don Sikkink won first place (prize

composed of Mr. Cox and Mr. Galer.

of $100), and Orrin R. Anderson won second

immediately after (his debate we hald our an

Almost

place (prize $.'50}.

nual high school speech and debate clinic on

"All in all. the Minnesota forensic squad par
ticipated in more than 250 intercollegiate de

the United Nations.

bates during the season, as well as in discus

"snowed-in" en route to the Colorado Confer
ence at Boulder. Our first debate conference of

sion, oratory, extempore speaking, and radionews casting."

On Novemlier 19 and 20

the Nebraska delegation was one of those
the year was at Iowa City, December 3rd and

/

4th. The next activity of the debate squad, al
though not officially one of our functions, was

MISSOURI

"The University of Missouri will soon com

plete an outstanding year in Forensics. Aside

from the usual fine list of opposing schools, the
year has been outstanding from two angles: (1)
the increase of campus interest in debating, re
suiting in soverai large crowds, of 500 to 1000

attending debates, and (2) the inauguration of
a system of parliamentary debates, in which the

audience argues with the debaters and among

themselves. In the method used this year at
Missouri, each .side in a proposition presents
two debaters in 9 to 10 minute opening argu
ments. Then, the chairman of the meeting, us
ually sponsored by the Athenaean Society, opens
the debate to members of Athenaean and invit

ed guests. .After a period of debate, the formal

debaters are allowed to sum up their respective
sides, and a vote is taken on the resolution.

a model Unesco Conference held here on the

campus in which many of the Delta Sigma Rho
members actively participated. On that same
week-end a Nebraska delegation went to the
Rocky Mountain Conference in Denver. Our
University of Nebraska Discussion and Debate

Conference on February 25th and 26th was, we
think, as successful as it has been in years past.
Looking into the future for just a moment, the
Nebraska chapter of Delta Sigma Rho is an
ticipating next year's conference which will be

our tenth annual conference on the University
of Nebraska campus.
"The Nebraska squad traveled in the first
week-end of March to St. Thomas and on the
18th and 19th of March to Wisconsin. In the

Missouri Valley Forensic League, held at Ames,
Iowa, our Nebraska delegation lost out by one

This lively method of debate has often produced

point to the University of Texas.

unusual results.

for the annual banquet and initiation of new
members. We shall, as in the past, conduct one
more forensic activity here on our campus, the

In one case, in a debate on

the national college question on Federal Aid to

Education, an affirmative and a negative were
presented, plus an amendment to the motion,

an extreme affirmative move for rigid govern
ment control of education, and a strong middle

group which said to all sides, "here, now, you
are all both right and wrong." Debates of a

'The Nebraska chapter is now making plans

extemporaneous speaking contest for all organ
ized houses on the campus."
-/
NORTHWESTERN

parliamentary nature were held this season with

"Four men and four women, accompanied by

Washington University, the Universities of Tex
as, Oklahoma, Kansas, and Hawaii; and the

Messrs. Borln and McBath of the forensics
staff, competed in the Northwest Debate Tour

last major debate of the year, with the Univer

nament at St. Thomas College in St. Paul on

sity of Minnesota, will be of a parliamentary
nature, the proposition for debate being, Resolv

March 3-5. Dorothy Reltch, Vicki Gustafson,
Robin Burns, and Peggy Uix were in the wo

ed: That the Influence of Women in America

men's division. Two of them were in the semi

Has Increased, Is Increasing, and Ought to Be

final round. In the men's division. Dean Olds
and Richard Markus reached the quarter-finals.
One of our men received the highest individual

Diminished." This debate, like many others this
season, will be a split-team affair.
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rating in the tournament. Art Davis and Jack
Brown won five of eight debates.

"Four women, accompanied by Dr. Glen E.
Mills, Chapter Sponsor, entered the debate
event of the University of Wisconsin tourna
ment on March 18-19. Dorothy Reitch and
Vicki Gustafson were given superior ratings.

The foursome won four of their eight debates.
"On March 25-26, four men and four women
debated in the annual tournament of the West-

em Conference on the Chicago campus. The
championship trophy in the women's division
was won by Northwestern. Dorothy Reitch,

6. Two delegates attended the Pacific Fo

rensic League meeting at Walla Walla, Wash
ington, entering all events.
7. Two delegates entered a tournament in
Missoula, Montana.
-/OREGON STATE

"The first major forensic tournament of the
year in which Oregon State representatives com
peted was that of the Western Speech Associa
tion which was held at Seattle in November. In

and Art Davis were undefeated on the affirma

this event William Maxwell placed first in Jun
ior Men's Oratory and second in Junior Men's
Interpretation. Ruth Ferris placed second in
Women's Oratory, while William McGinn and

tive side.

David Swanson entered the finals in Junior

Vicki Gustafson, and Robin Burns earned su

perior ratings. In the men's division, Jack Brown
Dean Olds received a superior rat

ing on the negative.
"The Northwestern delegation to the Delta
Sigma Rho Congress included Robert Southern,
Richard Hetland, Vicki Gustafson, and Dorothy
Reitch.

The women were elected committee

secretaries; Vicki Gustafson nominated the win

Men's Debate.

"At the Northwest Junior College Tournament
in Tacoma, early in February, the team com

posed of Norman Goetze and Delane Fry won
first in Men's Debate, while two women's teams,

that of June Higham and Hazel Boyd, and that

ning candidate for Clerk of the Congress.

of Anne Dimick and Carolyn Zimmerman, tied

"Charles Sohner, Sander Vanocur, Gordon
Linkon, and Richard Markus won the men's

for second in Women's Debate. Ruth Ferris took

championship of the Grand National tournament
at Fredricksbuxg, Virginia, April 14-16. Three
firsts and two seconds in individual events were
also won. Vanocur rated first in informative

speaking and in address reading. Sohner re
ceived one of nine superior ratings in discussion.

Linkon placed second in after-dinner speaking
and in poetry reading.
"Art Davis and Dean Olds will compete in
the West Point tournament April 21-23 as one

of the selected representatives of Region 5.
"Northwestern will entertain the Chicago .Area
debate tournament on April 23. Mr. Earl Cain
and his junior varsity men will represent us.

first place in both Women's Oratory and Wo

men's Interpretation, with Emery Hildebrandt
placing first in Men's Interpretation and second
in Men's Oratory.

"Shortly thereafter, at the Northwest Invita
tional Tournament held at Linfield College, Wal

lace Mclnlyre placed first in Senior Men's Ora
tory, and William Maxwell first in Junior Men's
Oratory. Debate teams, one composed of Floyd
Smith and Elvin Pitney, and the other of How
ard Weese and Patrick Marsh, placed second

in their respective sections of Junior Men's De
bate. Ruth Ferris placed third in Women's In
terpretation.

"Among the special events of the season was

"The season will close with the initiation of

the visit to Oregon State of the English debate

eight or more men and women into Delta Sigma

team composed of Anthony Cox and Reginald
Galer, who were met by a home team composed

Rho. Several graduate members will officiate
in the initiation ceremony."
/
OREGON

of Robert Baum and William Higham.
"In the State Old Line Oratorical Contest, Bill

Maxwell placed first in the Men's division and
Ruth Ferris third in the Women's division.

"The University of Oregon engaged in an ex

In

the State Peace Oratorical Contest, Emery Hil

tensive program of forensic activities daring

debrandt took second.

1948-49. The following is a list of some of the

pore Speaking, Frank Priester took first place

events:

in the Stale Experimental Contest.

1. Four of our lower division students par
ticipated in the College of Puget Sound Tour

esting innovation in Oregon this year was the
Northwest Town Meeting Tournament, held for

nament—entered debate, extempore speaking,
impromptu, and oratory contests.

the first lime in February, 1949. Speakers were

2. Three students delegates from the Uni
versity participated in a Town Meeting contest
sponsored by Vanport College. These meetings
were held before civic organizations in Portland,

solutions in front of audiences composed of fra
ternal, social, and other groups, with some pre
sentations over the air. A question period was
reserved to insure audience participation.

all of them being concerned with the subject

"William Higham and William Maxwell, to
gether with Dr. Earl W. Wells, director of ora

of 'Communism in the U. S.'

In the field of Extem

An inter

given a problem, to which ihey presented their

3. Sixteen of our students participated in the

tory and sponsor of the local chapter, attended

Linficld Tournament, Linfield College, McMinnville, Oregon. They participated in debate, ora
tory. extempore speaking, impromptu, and also
in the Student Congress.

the National Student Congress of Delta Sigma

4. One upper division and one lower division
traveled to Redlands, California and entered

iheir tournament during the spring vacation.

5. Two delegates, Piofe^r W. A. Dahlberg
and J. K. Farris, attended the Delta Sigma Rho
Congress in Chicago.

Rho in Chicago.

"This year's student delegates to the Pacific
Forensic League Conference at Walla Walla,
Washington were Wallace Mclntyre, William
Fries, and William Higham, with Professor Carlyn R. Winger, director of extempore speaking,
attending as faculty representative.
"The final forensic event entered by Oregon
State was the tournament sponsored by the Un-

r
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have carried on an active season. Ten tourna

accompanied by Professor Paul X. Knoll, direc

ments were attended, as follows: University of

tor of debate, made the trip. Elvin Pitney and
Floyd Smith, winning seven debates and losing

Vermont. Old Dominion (University of Hichmonil), Temple Novice. University of Pittsburgh
Opponent Evaluation, Mount Mercy, Pennsyl
vania State Tournament, Brooklyn College,
Washington and Jefferson. West Point Region

one, took second place honors in the Debate Di
vision.

"The chapter has followed its usual policy of
sponsoring the Intersectional Speech Contest

for beginning speech students held each term,
to the winners of which a cash prize is awarded.

al, and Grand National.

"In decision events, Penn State won 58 and

The chapter also promoted the annual Forensic

lost 26. Outstanding achievements were cham
pionships won at Mount Mercy and Washington

Mix early in the fall.

and Jefferson, an undefeated affirmative at Ver

"Officers for this year are William Higham,

mont, best school record (12 wins out of 16 de-

President: Elvin Asher, Vice-President; and

balesj at the Old Dominion Tournament, and

Bob Baum, Secretary."

placement in the Big 10 at the Grand National
/

Tournament.

At the Grand National Tourna

ment certificates were also won by four mem

PENNSYLVANIA

"The University of Pennsylvania Chapter of
Delta Sigma Rho held the final meeting of the
year at Houston Hall, University of Pennsyl
vania, Thursday, May 12, 1949. Judge GerjJd
Flood of the Common Pleas Court of Philadel

phia was a guest and speaker.

"Eleven new members, active in debating dur
ing the current year, were initiated to member

ship. .\mong the new members were: Estelle
Katz. Marvin Kalz, .\rlen Specter, Daniel Stem,
Morion JalTee, Lila Wolfman, Harvey Cox, Mor

bers of the squad in individual events: John

Fedako, Franklin Address Reading; David M.
Barron, Charlotte Extempore Speaking; Peter
M. Giesey, Elaine Response to the Occasion;
Richard K. Hill, Jefferson After Dinner Speak
ing. Two members of the squad received high
speaker placement in different Tournaments:

David M. Barron in the Big 3 at the Old Domin
ion Tournament, and Richard C. Shultz in the

Big 15 at the Brooklyn College Tournament.
"Two model student legislatures were attend

ris Dean, Alexander Wilson, Jr., Saul Duff Kro-

ed, the Ohio State University Conference on

novet, .Stanford Shmuckler."
—/

sylvania

Public .Affairs and the Fourteenth Annual Penn

State

Debaters

Convention.

Other

events included home debates or discussions

PENN STATE

"The Penn State women expect to close their
season with sixty intercollegiate debates, seven

against women's, three against mixed, and fifty
against men's teams. Twenty-nine women par
ticipated in these sixty varsity debates, of which

twelve were orthodox and forty-eight were crossexamination style. Although we travelled 2800

with Cambridge University (England), Army,
Navy, Vermont, and Mount Mercy. An exten
sion debate was held with Lehigh University be
fore the Temple Beth Israel Brotherhood of Haz-

leton, Pennsylvania."
/
STANFORD

miles during the year, many of the debates were

"Stanford is continuing its most active foren

home debates and practically all of them were

sic program since before the war. Both the var

non-decision.

sity and freshmen have taken part in an unusual

"Our opponents included Princeton, Houghton, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, St. Joseph's, LaSalle. Temple, Junlata, Pittsburgh, Duquesne,

ly large number of debates.

Allegheny. Westminster, Slippery Rock, Car

geles. Township Brown, M. E. Harrison, John
Hincs, and Richard Kelton all placed high in

negie Tech, Shippensburg, Elizabethtown, Ge
neva, Seton Hill, Drew, Syracuse, Ogwego, Cor
nell, .\merican, Mt. St. Mary's Lafayette, Mul-

"On February 12, Stanford participated in
the U.C.L..A. Speech Tournament at Los An
their divisions.

lenbcrg, George Washington, Gettysburg, and

"Art Herzog and Jack Marcum represented
Stanford in the Rocky Mountain Speech Fest

Rutgers.

ival held at Denver on February 17-19. Herzog

"Six of our women debaters also were dele

was selected as one of the top four improptu

gates to the Fourteenth Annual Pennsylvania

speakers, while Marcum was chosen to take

State Debaters Convention, held on our cam
pus, serving as members of the Committee on
Improvement of Education and the Committee

team, the Stanford men, both achieving "Super

part in a demonstration debate.

As a debate

ior" ratings, tied for fourth place.

Jean Hootman

"Tiie debate team of Dow Carpenter and Carl

was chosen as one of the after dinner speakers
for the convention banquet and as one of three
contestants for "Gavel Girl," the young woman
who makes the outstanding contribution to the

Stover, representing Stanford in the Linfield

on Maintenance of the Peace.

convention, through a combination of intelli

gence, subject matter background, and personal

meet at McMinnville, Oregon, February 24-26,
tied for second place. Both speakers made the
finals in impromptu and extemporaneous speak
ing.
"This year, for the first time since before the

charm.

war, Stanford reinitiated the annual home and

"Miss Hootman also placed fourth in the
State Extempore Speaking Contest, while Miss
Margaret Jones placed second in the State Ora
torical Contest. Our debate managership has
been handled very efficiently by Miss Mary

home debate with the University of Southern
California. Stanford's Delta Sigma Rho chap
ter donated a cup which will go to the school
winning two out of three debates. The proposi

Louise Coleman.

"Thirty members of the men's debate squad

tion this year involved Governmental Aid to Ed
ucation. Dow Carpenter and Carl Stover de

bated for Stanford at Palo Alto on February 28,
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while Forden Athearn and Ronald Klein repre

sented Stanford at Los Angeles on March 3.

TEXAS

"In February we had three debates here with

The University of Southern California was the

Oklahoma University on the question "War with

winner of this year's debate.

Russia is Inevitable."

"The Education subject was also the proposi
tion for debate against the University of Cali
fornia on the evening of March 4. Thomas
Brand and Richard Hill upheld the negative for
Stanford. A number of other single debates
have been held recently, including varsity de

February 11-12 we sent

eight debaters to the Mid-South Debate Tourna
ment at Conway, Arkansas. There Delta Sigma
Rho members Kleber Miller and Sam Smith
were eliminated in the quarter finals after win

ning five straight, and our girls team of Lucita
Tliornton and Sara McCampbell placed first in

bates with San Jose Stale and San Francisco

the Junior Women's Division. March 4 we had

Slate, and freshman debates with the Univer

an exhibition debate with Baylor at Alice, Texas,

sity of California, College of Pacific, and San
Jose Stale.

"Stanford took part in the Redlands College

before a High School debate tournament. Del
ta Sigma Rho members Pat Baskin and Don
Yarbrough were in the Baylor debate. On

Invitational Tournament on March 24-26. The
debate team of Richard Hill and John Kaiser

March 18 West Point sent two debaters to Aus

tied for 2nd place in the senior ment's division,

of "Outlawing the Communist Party." Texas

while Mary Kilbourne and Sydney Morpn
placed in the lop six teams of women's division.
Ronald Klein readied the semi-finals in im

promptu speaking. In their special elimination

tin for a series of three debates on the subject

won the three debates, with Delta Sigma Rho

members Sam Smith, Aury Selig, Donald Yar
brough, and Harvey Roseuberg teaming with
Ronnie Dugger and Rollie Koppel to share the

division the Stanford team of Forden Athearn

honors.

and Ronald Klein were picked as one of four
teams to represent the Pacific-Southwest Dis
trict in the National Intercollegiate Tournament
at West Point. This team will fly to New York

to the Blue Grass Tournament at Crforgetown,

March 18 and 19 two teams were sent

Kentucky.

There Warren White and Robert

Blumentlial won four of six debates on the af

firmative side while Tom Taylor, Delta Sigma

on April 18 for the West Point Tournament, and
then take part in debates with various Eastern
college.s, including Harvard and Princeton.

Rho member, and Aaron Schwartz won the neg

"Six Stanford teams, competing in five major
tournaments so far this year, have already com
piled a record of forty-four victories in sixty de-

tal of five wins and 2 losses. Taylor and White

bales, for a season's record of more than 73%.
in addition Stanford has continued its extensive

program of non-decision debating and discussion
forums."

.

/

ative side of the tournament but were defeated

by Georgetown in the finals, giving them a to
were adjudged the best speakers in the tourna
ment, while Blumenthal and Schwartz ranked
in second place.

"From March 16-31, Kleber Miller, vice-pres
ident of the chapter, Hulon Brown, past presi-

tlent of the chapter, Pal Baskin, secretary of the
chapter, and Meridith Long, a new initiate, went
on a lour of the Midwest.

SYRACUSE

"Three members of the Debate Society have
been elected to membership in Delta .Sigma
Rho: Shirley Hcckert, Leonard Glass, and Burl-

All four men debat

ed Southern Methodist University; Long and
Miller debated Oklahoma University; all de

bated Wichita; Long and Miller debated Wash
ington of St. Louis; Baskin and Brown debated
Missouri; all four debated Kansas; all four de

on Citak.

"Higlilights of the year's debating activities

included participation in the University of Ver
mont Invitational Tourney, a trip into Eastern
New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts, and

attendance at the Annual IntercoUegiate Con

bated Notre Dame and all four entered a three-

school debate at Illinois, with Illinois, Southern
California, and Texas participating. This group
attended the Missouri Valley Forensic League
Tournament March 24-26 at Ames, Iowa, where

ference on Student Affairs at Albany, N. Y.

Long and Miller won 4 of 5 and Baskin and

"Home-ancl-home debates were scheduled with
CorncU, Colgate, Hamilton, Rochester, and Uti-

Brown won 3 of 5. Texas placed second in the

< a College. Teams entertained at Syracuse in
cluded Bucknell, Buffalo University, Middle-

bury, Rutgers, Penn Stale, Pennsylvania. On

tournament, but in speaker scores placed first.
"On April 4-6, Texas sent a delegation to
Waco and the Southern Speech Association
Tournament. There Robert Burke placed first

the road Syracuse debaters met West Point,
University of Connecticut, Boston University,

in After Dinner Speaking.

Massachusetts Institute

ond in Debate, and the girls' team composed of
Sara McCampbell and Jean Dalby placed sec

of

Technology, and

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. At Vermont
the schedule included debates against Colby,
Suffolk, Amherst, Vermont, Maine, Wesleyan,
Navy, and Penn State.

"Members active in the society, in addition to

Tom Taylor and

Warren White won 5 of 6 debates to place sec

ond in the Women's Division with four won and
two lost.

"On April 7-9 we bad our second annual
Spring Tournament at Austin. The Wichita men

ihe three elected to Delta Sigma Rho, were

won in Debate; while the Arizona women placed

Walter Bodnar, Alexander Mrozek, Lee Freed-

first in Oratory and Women's Debate.
"We ended the year at Texas with a total of
138 intercollegiate debates; we won 88, lost 37,

man, Warren Rodman, Ned Whalcy (president),
Clayton Andrews (vice president), Malcoimn
<leVesty, Richard Silver, Doris Olson (manager),

while 16 were non-decision.

We had debates

Spangler,

with some 43 colleges and universities. We also

Richard King, Lee Behzer, Muriel Lippman,
Charles Lipton, and Samuel Goekjian (secre
tary)."

had eleven major inter-squad debates for the
public in Austin in addition to producing a
weekly radio program called 'On The Spot'."

Ed Naclihar, Irwin Entel, William
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WAYNE

cil have been extended in several new directions

**Tlic forensic season for Wayne could be de
scribed in three words, "full and successfuL" In
tryouts at the beginning of the year, over 90
candidates were reviewed by Director of Forensics James McMonagle, George Hinds, and Ray
Beard. By the end of the season there were 36
active members on the squad.
"These students participated in 123 intercol

this year. A newly organized Student Speak

legiate debates widi 46 different colleges and
universities.

Of the decision debates, 93 were

won, 56 were lost. Wayne teams participated
in the following tournaments, the Purdue Invi
tational, the Delta Sigma Rho Debate Tourna

ers Bureau has filled eighteen engagements

which have included intercollegiate and introsquad debates, panel-forums and individual
speakers. On March 19, a Connecticut High
School Debate Meeting was held at Wesleyan.

The program included three rounds of debate, a
banquet, a reception for visiting debaters and

coaches, and an organizational meeting at which
plans were formulated for a state debate league.
Arrangements for this meeting were handled by
freshmen debaters under the direction of their

ment at Creencastle, Indiana, an Ohio tourna

coach, Jay Savereid. On March 24-25, Wesleyan
was again host to the West Point Regional

ment at Bowling Green, the Michigan Novice

Tournament in which fourteen schools from the

Tournament, the Purdue Novice Tournament,

The Michigan Intercollegiate Speech League
Totirnaraent (held at

Wayne), the

Indiana

State Tournament, the Michigan Cross Ques
tion Tournament, and the Delta Sigma Rho
Tournament at Madison, Wisconsin.

"Wayne students entered two extemporaneous
speaking contests, the Michigan Intercollegiate
Speech League contest, and the Indiana State
contest.

These two students both took first

New York-New England area participated. In

addition to a banquet and a reception, the visit
ing debaters and coaches were given the op
portunity to hear a lecture by the poet, Robert
Frost. Varsity debaters and former Delta Sigma

Rho students on campus assisted Mark Ward
and Professor John Crawford in managing this
tournament.

A number of Wesleyan debaters participated

in the newly formed Wesleyan Round Table of

place.
"The year has been successful in oratory also.

the Air program carried by Radio Station
WMMW-FM and College Station WES. Each

Seven students participated in the finals of the
Annual Wayne Oratorical Contest. Two of these

direction of the Oral English staff, dealt with a

students entered in the Michigan State contest
and won first place in the men's and women's

college in education. Areas of study investigat

division. The Wayne woman orator, Miss Taormina, won third place in the Interstate contest,

held in AprU. A third Wayne orator placed fifth
in the finals of the Delta Sigma Rho contest at
Madison. By the middle of May, three other or
ators will participate in contests in the MiddleWest.

weekly broadcast, which has been under the
different aspect of the role of the liberal arts
ed were art, science, economics, athletics, lit

erature religion, government and humanities.
Each panel consisted of three faculty members
and two students.

/
WESTERN RESERVE

The 1948-49 intercollegiate forensic season

"Six students attended the Ohio State Con

gress at Columbus this yetir, hnd four squad
members attended the Delta Sigma Rho Con
gress in Chicago.
"On March 22, a Detroit audience of over 700

attended a debate between Wayne students and
debaters from Cambridge, England.
"In addition to intercollegiate activities, the
Student Speaker's bureau has been serving De
troit audiences. Perhaps the most interesting

engagement was a debate on the proposed re
vision of the city civil service charter before an
audience of city employees and members of the
Civil Service Commission."

/
WESLEYAN

The Wesleyan debate season will officially
close this year with the Dartmouth Freshman
Tournament at Hanover on April 29. The in

tercollegiate debate program thus far has includ
ed sixty-five debates with forty-two different
schools. Forty-two of these debates were tourna
ment debates, seven were home debates, nine

were debates away, and seven were exhibition

debates before the high schools of Connecticut.
Wesleyan debaters participated in five tourna
ments: Vermont, Boston, Brooklyn, West Point

Regional and Dartmouth. At Boston, Bob Buck
ley and Sherwin Moutell qualified for the quar

ter-finals, and for the fin^ of the West Point
Regional.

The activities of the Wesleyan Debate Coun

was closed in April by a trip to the Georgetown
University Tournament. After this tournament,

American University, Navy, and Temple Uni
versity were debated on their campuses.
The season has been featured by the contin
uing series of broadcasts under the title of
"You Are the Jury." Twenty-six of these pro
grams were presented during the winter, dramtizing current issues by using court-room pro
cedure rather than traditional debate methods.

Late in the season Pittsburgh and George Wash
ington cooperated in intercollegiate court trials
which were recorded for later broadcast.

The trial procedure was also used in a series
of television programs over WEWS-TV. The

Reserve Rostrum plans to continue both series
of discussions during 1949-50.
/
WEST VIRGINIA

"West Virginia University debate squad has
had an active season. The squad started the
year by holding a practice tournament on the
campus in December with schools from the West
Virginia-Pennsylvania area participating.
"The squad also participated in a number of
extension debates for the civic clubs of the

greater Morgantown area.
"Members of the team have participated in

tournaments at Mount Mercy College, Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania, where they placed second,
winning nine out of ten debates; and at Wash
ington and Jefferson College, Washington, Peon-
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sylvania, where they also placed second. The
West Virginia negative lost to the Penn State
affirmative in the 6nals.

"The squad travelled to Fredricksburg, Vir
ginia, on April 13 to participate in the Grand
National Tournament held at Mary Washington
College.

"Two delegates from West Virginia attended

the Delta Sigma ^o Student Congress in
March."

munist Party proposition, using the Oregon, or
cross-question, style.

"Early in the year the local chapter was host
to a direct-clash tournament on the Equalization
of Educational Opportunity. This type of de

bating was enthusiastically received by the stu
dents of the twelve colleges participating.

"Members of the squad attended three legis
lative assemblies. The first was the Northeast
OMo Debate Conference Assembly at Oberlin

-/•

College, discussing Civil RiglUs. The second,
on Foreign Affairs, was sponsored by Ohio

"Whitman College has been very active in forensics this spring. One of the most outstand

State University, Columbus. The third was the
Delta Sigma Rho Congress at Chicago.
"In individual events. Miss Adelaide Watson

WHITMAN

ing events was the twenty-fifth annual confer
ence of the Pacific Forensic League, which was
held on this campus April 12-15. Eight colleges
and universities were represented by twenty-five
student competitors and eight coaches for the
four day tournament.

represented the college in the state extempora^
speaking contests for women.

orator this year was Harry B. Stults, Jr., who
was also the extemporary speaking representa
tive at Charlottesville.

"In extemporaneous speaking. Whitman's Gor

don Jaynes won first place honors. Second place
went to Ben Cashman of the University of Wash

ington. Tom Bartlett, Willamette University

Miss Patricia

Hartley was the orator in this meet. The peace
The men's orator was

Don Shawver, speaking on "Our Last Funda
mental Decision."

speaker

The

men's

extemporary

was Walter Grosjean. Mr. Shawver

championship. Second place winner was Ed
win Slegman, representing the University of

and Mr. Grosjean placed second in state com
petition, and Mr. Stults third.
"David Byers, a senior from Saline, Kansas, is
the president of the local chapter for this year,
serving at the same time as student assistant in

Southern California. Ernie Miller of Whitman

forensics.

won third. Bonnie Yturbide, blind student from

the University of Nevada, won the oratorical

placed third.

"After three days of discussion, the contest
ants had a series of panel debates, where they
presented speeches of advocacy on the topic:

"By What Means Can We Best Deal with the
Problem of Monopoly?" Students in the audi
ence served as judges.

"Another speech meet which Whitman entered
this spring was at the University of Montana,
April 15-16. Ten Whitmanitcs entered the var
ious events which consisted of debate, oral in

terpretation, oratory, and extemporaneous speak
ing.

"On April 22-23, Whitman College, Gonza^
University, and Wbitworth College gathered in
Spokane for a debate meet. Fifteen debaters
represented Whitman, making up seven of the
sixteen teams competing."
-/WOOSTER

"The College of Wooster forensic activities
have been as varied as numerous during the year
1948-49. Many of these were led by members
of the local chapter of Delta Sigma Rho, with
others providing oportunities for underclass stu
dents subsequently to qualify.
"Debating centered in three propositions:

"Equalization of Educational Opportunity,"
"Outlawing the Communist Party," and "The
Truman Civil Rights Program." A team went
to Charlottesville for the University of Virginia

tournament on Civil Rights Legislation. Woo
ster was represented at the Georgetown, Ken
tucky, invitational debate tournament. Both the

men and women participated with teams in the
state debate tournaments sponsored by the Ohio
Association of College Teachers of Speech. The
men's team tied for second honors here. In ad

dition local students participated in five Ohio
invitational debate meets. One group engaged
in a series of triangular debates on the Com

"One of the climaxing events of the closing

part of the debate season was the visit of the
gentlemen from Cambridge University. Before
an enthusiastic audience of over 400, Mr. Byers
and Mr. Stults clashed with the visitors on the

International Third Force as a Hope for Peace.
"Through a student speakers' bureau many

groups of students have presented speeches and
panel discussions to various clubs in the vicinity
on the subjects growing out of the debate prop

ositions, using in addition the subjects of Fam
ily Relations, the Truman Health Program, and
Labor-Management Cooperation. These provid
ed one of the most popular types of programs

offered to the public."
YALE

During March, Yale debaters defeated Brown
in a homc-and-home debate on "The Outlawry

of the Communist Party in the United States."
In addition, Yale defeated Columbia on the neg

ative of the question of "Prepaid Medical In
surance"; the other part of the home-and-home
contest was declared a tie by a consultation of
the judges.

"We enjoyed a pleasant meeting with the Eng
lish team from Cambridge University, with a
man from each university participating on each

team; the proposition was 'Resolved, That this
House is Tired of Politics and Politicians."

"Late in March we participated in the region
al tournament for New England and New York,
held at Wesleyan University to determine the
four teams from this area which would go to

the West Point National Tournament on April
21-24. The winning teams were Vermont, M. J.
T., Champlaiu, and Yale.
"Thus far this year a squad of 35 varsity de

baters has participated in 24 debates, which re
sulted in 19 victories and three defeats; two of
the contests were non-decision."

